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VERTICAL

LIVE LIFE UPRIGHT WITH THE TEK-RMD FROM INNOVATIONS
Now you can move through indoor spaces in an
upright position with the TEK-RMD from Innovations
Health. The TEK-RMD is a vertical mobility device
that features a remote control that lets you summon
it to your bed or chair, mount from the rear to
quickly stand, and instantly move about in an upright
position. With a tiny footprint and precise control,
the TEK-RMD allows you to gracefully weave around
people and objects, taking you places a regular
wheelchair could never go.

(800) 659-4548

www.InnovationsHealth.com

But more important than where the TEK-RMD takes
you is how it affects your perspective. See people
eye-to-eye, reach high cabinets, shop unassisted, and
perform tasks such as cooking and cleaning far easier
than from a regular wheelchair. The TEK-RMD provides
all the healthy benefits of standing, while letting you
access far more of your home or office. Learn more
about the TEK-RMD or our entire line of innovative
mobility products at www.InnovationsHealth.com.
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The Numbers Game
We are on a collision course. Two opposing
forces are gathering momentum like waves
headed in opposite directions, and when they
meet head on, chaos and confusion will prevail.
We are in an era of unprecedented
medical innovation. More and more medical
breakthroughs are coming into play or on
the drawing board. At the cellular level, such
as with stem cell implants and manipulation
of brain and spinal cord resiliency (plasticity),
we are seeing a growing body of successes
in treating diseases and conditions that were
previously considered untreatable. And at
the product level, such as with exoskeletons
or epidural stimulation devices — whether
implanted or transcutaneous — the future
holds more promise than ever before.
But an opposing force driven by a wave of
economic uncertainty has been with us for
a long time and is growing at an especially
alarming rate. Individual states have had
serious budget problems for years, but the
federal funding impasse may now be even
more critical. This negative wave affects New
Mobility readers in at least two major ways.
First, newer processes and products, no matter how beneficial they may be, are harder to
finance and bring to market. Second, coverage approval from Medicare, Medicaid and
private insurers is getting tighter.
Is there an answer? I’m no economic expert, but I have to believe that tax reform that
frees up more tax revenue from the wealthiest corporations and individuals will go a long
way toward meeting our ongoing medical
needs, as will larger insurance groups, but
only if legislators make it happen. Crowdfunding, however limited, is a bright spot.

It’s always about the bottom line.
But it’s the health care delivery system
that has me really worried.
Anyone with experience in dealing with
private insurance companies knows that we
are already caught up in an unacknowledged
triage system. The medical insurance industry
professes to be in the business of caring
for people’s health, but we all know that in
reality they are all about spending as little
as possible, and doctors’ expertise can be
undermined in the process. It’s always about
the bottom line. This system works great for
two groups of people — those who have the
most money to spend on the best insurance
coverage, or those who are fortunate to
work for a large company that can afford to
provide their workers with the best coverage.
Everyone else has to do with less, and in some
cases, that means untreated medical conditions, and even death.
The federal dollar crunch affects the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
in a different, yet similar way. Basic Medicare
coverage (most affordable) keeps shrinking,
while expanded Medicare Advantage plans
(most costly) deliver the best care. State Medicaid programs can be stingier than Medicare.
Once again, it’s about the bottom line more
than our health needs.
What can we do? We must speak up for
our health needs. We must join with allies.
It’s all about numbers. To fight the negative effects of the bottom line model, we
need more of everything — more people,
more voices, more influence with legislators and the media.
— Tim Gilmer

Hope After

Trauma

Effective Therapy for Spinal Cord
Injury Ejaculatory Conditions
Cost effeCtive And eAsy to use!
• Handheld Medical Vibratory Device
• Helps Men With SCI Achieve Ejaculation
• FDA and CE Certified for Treatment of ED
and Ejaculatory Dysfunction
• New and improved powerful dual motor
system for better success
®

X3

order online At www.viberect.com

For more information, email us at customerservice@reflexonic.com

MADE IN USA
CertifiCations: fDa (Usa), Ce (european Union), iso 13485,
CMDCas, Health Canada, tGa (australia), en 60601-3, india

Also AvAilAble through the veterAns AdministrAtion.

Federal supply schedule
contract V797D-40133.

We’re so excited,
we ﬂipped our lid.
VaPro Plus includes an
integrated 1000 mL collection bag

VaPro
Touch Free Hydrophilic Intermittent Catheter

Enjoy the flexibility of a VaPro catheter with
an integrated collection bag.
VaPro catheters help you keep your independence
by offering:
Ease of use—protective sleeve allows you to grip the catheter
anywhere—there’s no wrong way to touch the sleeve.
Convenience—pre-hydrated and ready to use— no need for
additional lubricant.

Call 1.888.740.8999 to request a sample*
For more information visit
hollisterpeoplefirst.com

*RX Only. Federal (USA) Law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician or other
healthcare practitioner licensed under state law to order this product. The Hollister logo, VaPro and
VaPro Plus are trademarks of Hollister Incorporated. © 2015 Hollister Incorporated

ADAPTIVE TOOLS
& TECHNOLOGY
No sooner does the latest advance in technology show up in the
marketplace than the next is on the way to replace it. This is the place
where technology meets your everyday adaptive needs.

PORTABLE WHEELCHAIR RAMPS
Trifold Portable Wheelchair Ramps are perfect for use on stairs,
decks, trucks, vans and SUVs. Made in the USA of durable, lightweight aluminum. Please visit our website for a wide variety of
wheelchair ramps.
Available from Express Ramps, 866/491-1110 or
www.portable-wheelchair-ramps.com

E-Z PULL DOOR CLOSER
An adaptive device that enables wheelchair and scooter users
to close doors behind them when the doorknob is out of reach.
It is easy to install, tough, UV resistant and almost invisible. It
eliminates unsightly ropes and wires, and is less expensive than
automatic closers.
Available from Swervin Earl Productions Inc.,
www.e-zpulldoor.com

FROG LEG MOBILITY INC
Frog Legs are a mobility device that allows users the ability to
bend or straighten their legs as well as roll while in bed. Frog
Legs are easy to slide on and off and can be adapted for other
uses.
Available from Frog Leg Mobility Inc, 705/984-3887 or
Froglegmobility.com

NOVEMBER 2015
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GRIP LAP BOARD
The GRIP Lap Board is a stable platform with non-slip material
on both sides that fits comfortably in the lap or can be carried by
hand. The Lap Board is ideal for transporting items such as hot
foods, drinks, electronics, work materials and other items you may
use while performing daily activities.
Available from GRIP Solutions, 800/401-1074
www.mygripsolutions.com

IZ CLOTHING
Fashionable men’s and women’s clothing designed exclusively
for wheelchair users. Many discrete functionality options available. Ten percent of all proceeds go towards making the world
a more accessible place through the building of ramps in communities.
Available from IZ Collection, 416/860-0783 or
www.izcollection.com

ERGOTRANS SAFETRANSFER HARNESS
Now transferring between your car, bed, chair, airline seat or other
surface is as easy as 1-2-3 with the ERGOtrans Safe Transfer Harness
from Innovations Health. You can attach the two-piece ERGOtrans
harness while seated, and then easily transfer an individual without
grabbing their, arms, body or clothing. ERGOtrans is safer for the
transferee and the individual doing the transfer.
Available from Innovations Health, 800/659-4548;
or www.innovationshealth.com

MAC’S VERTICAL HOME LIFT
Mac’s Vertical Home Lift models PL-50 and PL-72 are powder
coated and ready for outdoor use with a 750 pound weight capacity. Reliable and virtually maintenance free, our lifts are the
only ones with a five year warranty. Manufactured in the USA.
Available from Mac’s Lift Gate Inc., 800/795-6227;
www.macsliftgate.com
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SMART HOMES GET SMARTER
B Y

R I C H A R D

H O L I C K Y

B

Photos courtesy of Brice Green

ill comes home, parks his car in the away at his independence. Now, auto- everybody. He even can activate an alarm
garage, gropes for the keys to the noME, a custom ECU, is helping him get to call me for help at night when he needs
door, wheels into a dark home and some of it back. The device is manufac- me, as his hands are too weak to activate
fumbles to find the light switch. Ted also tured by Accessibility Services, Inc., of Ho- the call button he was using.”
parks in the garage, but before rolling mosassa, Fla.
Though Kelly doesn’t yet rely solely on
out of his van, he unlocks the door with
“Communicating was becoming ex- the speech generation feature, he has rehis smart phone, then wheels across the tremely difficult for him, and even simple corded a number of common phrases for
threshold and turns on the kitchen lights tasks such as changing a channel or mak- use when that time comes. “That way,”
and the bathroom heater with the same ing a phone call got to be problematic,” says his daughter, “he’ll be able to condevice. In the morning before getting says Kelly’s daughter, Erin Shutt. “We tinue to talk with his own voice — with
out of bed, he uses the phone to turn the were having to go in to change chan- the blink of an eye.”
coffee maker and gas fireplace on, so he nels, do the lights and stuff, and he felt
The speech generation program is a
can be warm while reading the paper and bad about constantly asking us to do all feature of the software installed on the audrinking his cup of joe.
tonoME called The Grid. Kelly operates it
this. Now he’s able to use the ECU to conEnvironmental control units can be
by scanning letters of the alphabet and ustrol his television, the lights, his bed, the
your friends, making life simpler and
ing a sip-and-puff switch to select letters or
phone and the computer. He even began
easier. The ultimate convenience for
pre-programmed phrases to type out what
using Facebook to communicate with
many, ECUs can be a godsend and lifehe wishes to say. The computer then genfamily and friends. It’s definitely helped
saver for people with
erates the message into
disabilities, enhancing
speech. The system is
independence and widsimilar to that employed
ening their world. That
by Stephen Hawking.
The autonoME unit
increased independence
comes as either an 11can reduce the need for
inch or 18-inch taba paid attendant, cut
let computer and uses
down on demands of
Windows 8 and Z Wave
the family, and provide
home automation to
some much-needed prioperate most any devacy for all involved.
vice or appliance that
That’s what one did for
is activated with an inMichael Kelly.
frared signal. In addiAfter Kelly, of Spring
tion to controlling a TV,
Hill, Fla., was diagnosed
lights, a bed, phone and
with amyotrophic lateral
computer, the system
sclerosis, the condition Thanks to a customized autonoME environmental control unit (top right), Michael
(above) is able to manage almost all of the electronics in his house and comcan also control doors,
gradually began eating Kelly
municate with those around him despite the effects of his ALS.
NOVEMBER 2015
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thermostats, a Kindle, computer
games, email and Skype.
When Kelly is up and on
the go in his chair, he still has
access to the unit, as it can
be attached to his chair. Brice
Green of ASI says the autonoME can be operated either
by voice command, sip and puff,
eye gaze, head mouse or touch.
Kelly operates his 11-inch tablet primarily using either eye gaze or sip and puff.
Outside the home, he can use the unit
to surf the Web or for voice generation.
Kelly often uses the unit in the back yard
under the lanai for either the computer or
speech generation.
A Vietnam War vet, Kelly had his
unit, which cost about $10,000, funded
through Veterans Affairs. ASI’s Green
says that insurance funding is difficult
and rare, though they have had success
by going through various state programs,
such as Florida’s Brain and Spinal Injury
Program, Vocational Rehabilitation (if the
computer is used for employment), and
worker’s compensation programs. ASI
offers a variety of ECU systems for home
and hospitals and has installed systems in
10 VA hospitals across the country.

A WORLD OF CHOICES

Not all ECUs are as elaborate as Kelly’s.
Most simply allow users to control one
or more aspects of their environment
that operate with electricity via remote
control. ECUs can be simple or as sophisticated as a system that allows a
person to control most everything in
the home, from a home theater system
to a phone to lights to automatic doors
to computers to a variety of appliances,
even adjustable beds.
When I visited Craig Hospital’s new
Assistive Technology Lab, Erin MustonFirsch, one of the lab’s AT specialists,
gave a tour. Just as I’d been reading,
pretty much anything that operates with
electricity can be operated remotely.
Who knew we could all be living the life
of the Jetsons?
As with Kelly’s ECU, many systems
can be operated multiple ways. Though
most usually are activated either by voice,
finger touch or mouth stick, they are increasingly operated with a smart phone
or tablet. When a command is sent to
an ECU unit, that unit — say a plug wall
10
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socket or a switch for a fan or the news, checks sports scores or the
light dimmer — then tells the weather from local radio stations, Naappliance to do as ordered, tional Public Radio and ESPN, and reads
such as turning itself on or you audio books. Alexa will let you access
off. Any appliance, whether Pandora, iHeartRadio, Wikipedia or do
it be a TV, radio, lights, VCR, web searches while delivering remarkDVD, motorized drapes, door ably good room-filling sound. Think of
VOCCA
locks and deadbolts, sensors Alexa as Samantha’s (from the movie
light
and security cameras or a mo- Her) benevolent and always obedient
torized hospital bed, can be op- little sister, eager to comply and control
your environment for you without ever
erated remotely with an ECU.
Consumers now have myriad choices complaining. It begins working as soon
of ECUs, ranging from simple light con- as it hears you say “Alexa,” followed by
trols to whole house systems. Those light your request. Echo can also be controlled
controls can be a simple as a $20 Clapper with a smart phone or tablet.
— a sound activated socket — a big off/on
button switch or key fob-activated on/off CONTROL YOUR ENTIRE
switch outlet. For $45 there’s the VOCCA
HOME WITH ONE DEVICE
voice-activated light bulb adapter (say
If you’re looking for something more
“go VOCCA light” to activate), or a $12
elaborate and powerful, try Insteon, a
Zap remote control plug-in outlet (or $30
home automation system that allows
for a five-pack with a remote). If remotes
you to control lights, thermostats, apfor the TV/DVD are too small, big butpliances and security systems. You can
ton remotes are readily available, as are
manage your entire home with a handphones. Don’t want to get back in your
held remote, a wall keypad, a computer
chair to turn on the lights? Try a screwor a Web-enabled device like a tablet or
in light control adapter or the $70 Philsmart phone via radio frequency and
lips Hue light bulb with the ECU built in.
your home’s Wi-Fi network. Set-up inEither can be controlled remotely with a volves connecting the Insteon HUB to
smart phone or tablet.
your existing home router and then addIf you’re in the market for a very re- ing devices. Available control units insponsive, never complaining wait-per- clude a wall dimmer, a thermostat with
son, the Amazon Echo might fit the bill. humidity sensor, wall outlets, or controls
The system is voice controlled — sort for ceiling fan or lights, all of which reof like Siri — to do your bidding. The quire some simple hard-wiring. Other
unit is a 3-inch by 9-inch circular tower, modules include plug-in lamp dimmers,
equipped with multi-directional micro- on/off modules to control standard appliphones to hear you from anywhere in a ances such as a fan, fluorescent light, cofroom, even with music playing. If you fee maker or home entertainment center,
wish to control the Echo while not in the none of which require hard-wiring. You
room with it, there’s a remote available. can connect and control thermostats,
The Echo seems eerily sci-fi. It connects security cameras, motion detectors or
lights and switches through
moisture sensors to your sysplug-in modules marketed by
tem and monitor your home
four manufacturers — Wink,
while you’re there or away. Units
WeMo, SmartThings, or Philwill even send you email or text
lips Hue — and allows you
alerts with sensors monitoring
to control whatever device
motion, door and window stais plugged into the module,
tus, water leaks or smoke.
whether it be lights, appliances
Setting up an Insteon netlike coffeemakers, fans or space
work involves determining
heaters, etc.
which lamp or appliance to conEcho connects to Alexa,
trol and then deciding how to
a cloud-based voice service,
control it, often with a phone or
which not only controls diftablet. Directions are included
ferent appliances but also prowith all modules.
vides information, answers
Although an Insteon sysquestions, plays music, reads
tem is potentially more roThe Amazon Echo

bust, capable of controlling a broader
range than Echo, Amazon is continually adding more capabilities. Either one
will also control your TV with a special
hub adapter, managed with a phone
or tablet tap screen. Apple products’
(phone or tablet) accessibility feature
includes touch, sip-and-puff or voiceswitch scanning.
Sad to say that chances of Medicare
funding for ECUs is slim to none. For
help with funding, we’re left with following the advice of ASI’s Green to try to
find funding through state agencies, Voc
Rehab, worker’s comp or an independent
funding source.
Want to go whole hog and buy a
complete home system? They’re available, many with voice control, some with
switch scanning, allowing you to control
your entire environment, even adjustable
beds and fireplaces. Most whole-house
units come with a tablet computer remote. While whole house systems like
Kelly’s are available, they also carry a
hefty price — $6,000 to $10,000 —require
professional installation, and often come
with a monthly service fee. But with In-

RESOURCES

In addition to controlling basic home devices,
ECUs like autonoME (above) can even help
users with media apps and games.

steon, Echo and other options offering
whole house control for much less money, you may not need to break the bank.
Most of the systems outlined here
operate via Wi-Fi, radio frequency, the
home’s hard-wiring or some combination of the three. Many who go from
room to room throughout the day prefer
to mount their tablet or home system remote on their chair for easy access.
You might decide on a single ECU like
the Clapper or Vocca light, an elaborate
and highly sophisticated whole-house
system either out of necessity — as Michael Kelly did — or simply because you
can. Controlling your environment is a
simple touch or voice command away.

• Amazon Echo, www.amazon.com/
echo
• AutonoME, Accessibility Services,
Inc., 800/933-8400; info@asi-autonome.
com, asi-autonome.com.
• Clapper, chia.com/home-goods/theclapper. This product is available via
Amazon, Ace Hardware and many drug
stores such as CVS or Rite Aid.
• Insteon, www.insteon.com. The starter
kit is available at most places where
electronics are bought.
• Philips Hue, www2.meethue.com/
en-us. Available at Amazon, Best Buy,
Staples, Walmart and similar outlets.
• SmartThings, support@smartthings.
com, www.smartthings.com.
• VOCCA light, voccalight.com
• WeMo, www.wemo.com. Available at
Amazon, Belkin, Best Buy, Home Depot
and Verizon.
• Wink, 844/WINKAPP; questions@
wink.com, www.wink.com
• Zap remote control plug-in, 657/5001872 or 855/686-3835; www.etekcity.
com/product/100053.html

ADAPTIVE TOOLS & TECHNOLOGY
LIFTKAR PT
Take back your freedom on stairs. Liftkar PT is a battery powered,
attendant operated stair climber for all ages! Use in and outdoors.
Works on angled, curved and straight stairs, even carpet. Use with
or without a wheelchair. Lightweight and easy to disassemble. No
modifications to home or business.
Available from Mobility Lifter, 615/530-1374
mobilitylifter.com

MYOPRO MYOELECTRIC ARM BRACE
The MyoPro enables self-initiated movement and control of
an individual’s partially paralyzed arm using their own muscle
signals. The brace uses surface EMG sensing technology, which
activates a motor to move the arm in the desired direction. With
the MyoPro, an individual can perform activities including feeding, reaching, and lifting.
Available from Myomo, 617/861-4191 or
www.myomo.com

NOVEMBER 2015
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NATIONAL RAMP
National Ramp allows you to get your freedom back and choose
the ramp that you like at the price you can afford! The open mesh
design is weather-safe. Visit www.nationalramp.com to learn more
today.
Available from National Ramp, 877/884-7267or
www.nationalramp.com

OPEN SESAME DOOR OPENER
At a touch of a button, the Open Sesame Door System operator gives you complete independence: it unlatches your locked
door, then opens, pauses and closes it, all automatically. It
operates with a wheelchair mounted remote control and other
environmental controls that are compatible with most types of
disabilities.
Available from Open Sesame Door Systems, Inc.,
800/673-6911 or www.opensesamedoor.com

CHAT PAD
Chat Pads are dedicated speech generating devices built using
the most current technology! They can be accessed via touch,
assistive touch or switch control. They can be mounted to a
variety of surfaces including wheelchairs. Software solutions
include picture/symbol based systems and word prediction
systems. Chat Pads ensure that your voice will be heard!
Available from RM Speech, 877/494-4956 or
www.rmspeech.com

ASSURED COMFORT BEDS
Assured Comfort is a custom crafted adjustable bed that
promotes wellness. Twin, full, queen, and split-king sizes are
available. Beds feature: Whisper-quiet remote control operation;
Electric Hi-Lo foundations for adjusting bed heights; Premium
pressure reducing mattress to your specification; optional safety
side rails. Foundations can typically retrofit an existing frame or
choose our exclusive headboards and footboards. USA made!
Available from SleepSafe Beds, LLC, 866/852-2337 or
AssuredComfortBed.com
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THE NEW FACE OF
HANDS-FREE COMPUTER CONTROLS
B Y

I A N

R U D E R

Photo courtesy of AT&T

O

nals KinesicMouse is able to detect, thanks
to a new generation of 3D cameras.
“It’s all about signals. Everything that
is detected from your face is called a signal, and I can use all the signals that are
detected to control any mouse inputs,
joystick inputs or keyboard shortcuts,
and I can even write macros for games
that combine multiple keys in one action,” says Pröll.
Pröll, who lives in Austria and doesn’t
have a disability, has been developing
KinesicMouse since 2012. Earlier this
year his patience paid off when he won
the $25,000 grand prize and a $10,000
prize for “Best Mobility Solution” in
the AT&T Connect Ability Challenge, a
three-month challenge to spur new tech
solutions for people with disabilities.
“In the beginning I could not imagine
that someone would want to buy this, but
over time technology has improved and
[KinesicMouse] has become really valuable for people who use it for gaming and
work stuff,” he says.
Pröll has spent most of the
last two years incorporating
the feedback of over 60 testers and tuning the program’s
recognition as the 3D camera
technology has improved. He
says trained users can get up to
14 additional inputs, allowing
them to easily control complex
programs, games and more.
In a live online demonstration I watched him do all sorts
of basic computing with his
head and face while holding a
lively back-and-forth conversation with me. I was impressed
the software could pick up
minute movements he made to
control things while differentiating from his speech. Users
can customize the sensitivity
and configuration depending
on their abilities or needs. Pröll
says the software can identify
and function with as little as
KinesicMouse is highly configurable, so users of all different
1-3 degrees of head rotation,
abilities can tweak it to their needs.

ver the years creative minds have developed numerous cool solutions to
allow people with limited to no hand
or arm function to control computers
and other input-sensitive electronic devices, like video games and phones. From
high-tech sip-and-puff controllers (“Accessible Gaming,” May 2014) to low-tech
stick and mouth solutions, the market is
as rife with options as it has ever been. But
what if you could control your computer
with nothing but your face — no sip-andpuff straws, no sticks, no paraphernalia
— just your face? That’s the vision that
programmer Markus Pröll has realized
in the KinesicMouse, next-generation
software that relies on facial recognition
to allow users an unprecedented level of
hands-free control over their computers.
Imagine raising your eyebrows to right
click, puckering your lips to left click or
slightly tilting your head to move the
mouse. More complex key combos can
also be assigned to the 50-plus unique sig-

Markus Pröll shows Jason DaSilva, New Mobility’s
2015 Person of the Year, how the Kinect 3D
camera powers KinesicMouse.

allowing people with severely limited
mobility new freedom. As exciting as that
is, Pröll says he is just scratching the surface of what is possible.
“What we see now is just about 15-20
percent of what would be possible,” he says.
“That’s the neat thing about this — any
other solution is pretty much maxed out,
but this one has some really big potential.”
Pröll is hoping to use the recognition he
gained from winning the Connect Ability
Challenge to keep growing and improving
KinesicMouse. To this point he has built
everything himself and spent most of his
time on development, but coming to the
States to receive the award opened his eyes
to how much more he needs to do to help
the product get to the people who would
benefit from it. He wants to develop a subscription-based model to alleviate some of
the product’s current cost ($393 plus the
cost of a 3-D camera).
All you need to use the software is a
3-D camera, either the Microsoft Kinect
camera or an Intel RealSense camera.
Currently the software only works on
Windows 8, 8.1 and 10.
For more information on KinesicMouse,
visit kinesicmouse.xcessity.at.
NOVEMBER 2015
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SPINERGY “BLADE LXL”
Spinergy has been busy developing new technologies to expand
our line of wheelchair wheels. Our latest innovation is the “Blade
LXL” wheel for everyday/active wheelchairs. These new wheels
use newly designed BLADE shaped PBO fiber spokes, are super
light weight, provide a very stiff yet comfortable ride, and are
very attractive.
Available from Spinergy, Inc., 303/915-6534;
or www.spinergy.com

TILT-IN-SPACE SUSPENSION KIT
QuadshoX is the first and only company to focus on the impact
of rear suspension on individuals needing wheelchairs for
mobility. By simply attaching our kits to your existing
wheelchair frame, you can improve the quality of ride without
impacting the warranty of the chair manufacturer. QuadshoX,
a company providing products for people in wheelchairs made
by people in wheelchairs.
Available from QuadshoX, 970/581-8766 or
www.quadshox.com

X-AR MOBILE ARM SUPPORT
The X-Ar mobile arm support is a mechanical assistive device
which, when mounted on your wheelchair, takes gravity out of
the way and helps to put more of the world within your reach.

Live Stronger. X-Ar Exoskeletal Arm.

Available from Talem Technologies LLC., 313/748-7534 or
www.talemtech.com

talemtech.com

PARA LADDER
"Stairway to Independence” The Para Ladder is the first and
only patented manual lift device that provides unassisted floor
transfer to limited mobility users. Enjoy the independence to
safely and quickly make floor-to-wheelchair or floor-tostanding transfers. The device is equally useful for making
transfers to a ground surface, such as a pool deck, gardening, or
recreational equipment like a recumbent bike.
Available from We Care Designs LLC, 877/288-4988; ParaLadder.com
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ADAPTIVE TOOLS & TECHNOLOGY
PANT HOOK
Pant Hook is an adaptive aid that keeps your pants out of the
way while catheterizing from a wheelchair. The paddle simply
slides between the chair bottom and seat cushion, and the hook
is oriented to hook the waistband of your pants or underwear
when you pull it up to your garment. The Pant Hook is completely discrete.
Available from Adversity Solutions, 616/822-1134 or
www.panthook.com

THEVO SLEEPING STAR MATTRESS
Patent Micro stimulation technology (MiS) supports mobility and
improves body perception. Designed and tailored to meet the
need of children with disabilities to provide a comfortable
sensation of lying down. Reduces spasm, pain and calms
child for restorative sleep, allowing family and care givers
the rest they need.
Available from THOMASHILFEN, 866/870-2122
www.thomashilfen.us
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When it comes to safety, we’ve
turned the mobility world upside down.
We built the MV-1 with all of the features wheelchair users need, and we focused
on safety at every turn. We like to say we started with a ramp and created the
entire vehicle around it for safe and easy wheelchair access. And because you’ll
spend most of your time driving or riding in your vehicle, we designed the MV-1
to have exceptional handling and plenty of ground clearance for the everyday
obstacles you’ll encounter. Right off the assembly line, the MV-1 is accessible,
durable, robust and reliable. It’s the one vehicle for you, protecting you and your
family even as it gives you easy access to the world around you.

• Factory built for universal
wheelchair access
• Safest wheelchair accessible
vehicle on the road*
• Durable performance with
high ground clearance
* Based on NHTSA safety recall data

2016 MODELS
See them at mv-1.us

HEALTH & HYGIENE
Being independent and getting the most out of life often hinges on our ability to
stay healthy. These pages feature useful urological supplies, bowel and
bathroom equipment and more.

ABC MEDICAL SUPPLY
ABC Medical is your trusted one-stop partner for medical
supplies. Choice: Products you choose, brands you trust.
Trust: Experienced representatives, treating patients like family.
Convenience: Urological, bowel management, ostomy,
incontinence and wound care supplies. 24/7 free nurse hotline
See why thousands put their trust in ABC Medical today!
Available from ABC Home Medical Supply Inc., 866/897-8588 or
www.abc-med.com

MELIO SELF-EMPTYING LEG BAG SYSTEM
The Melio Self-Emptying Leg Bag System is the first leg bag with a
built-in pump, enabling users to empty it with the touch of a button. An
integrated sensor alerts the user when the bag is getting full, helping
avoid backflows. Visit www.MelioLegBag.com.
Available from Albert Medical Devices, Ltd., 800/482-2907,
www.MelioLegBag.com

QUANTUM Q100 BATH CHAIR
The Quantum Q100 series chair incorporates high strength
Medical grade PVC, fiberglass injection molded closed cell foam
seating and stainless steel in its construction. Lightweight design
is great for travel and durable enough for years of everyday use.
New seating is pressure mapped providing 25% better pressure
relief. Flat or Commode style seats available.
Available from Apex Designs, 800/851-1122 or
www.apexeq.com
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BIOFLO AUTOVALVE
The BioFlo Urinary Management System features the revolutionary AutoValve, Quick Disconnect and ActiValve that allow
catheter wearers increased comfort, freedom and flexibility to
maintain an active lifestyle. BioFlo Urinary Management System
has proven to reduce CAUTI rates and is approved through the
listed (HCPCS) codes for billing the four durable medical equipment Medicare administrative contractors.
Available from BioFlo, LLC, 855/601-6600 or
www.bioflo.us

VOLUNTEERS WITH SCI NEEDED
The Translational Pain Research Group at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital is
conducting a clinical trial to help relieve chronic pain as a result of Spinal Cord
Injury.
For more information call 617/525-PAIN (7246) or email us at paintrials@
partners.org
Available from Translational Pain Research, 617/525-7246;
paintrials@partners.org

SPEEDICATH COMPACT MALE
Less than half the size of a standard catheter, SpeediCath Compact can be stored, carried, used and disposed of more discreetly.
It can be inserted without touching the coated section and it
comes ready to use for even greater convenience and discretion.
Available from Coloplast Corp, 800/866-6362;
www.coloplast.us

INTERMITTENT CATHETERS
Comfort Medical provides urinary catheters from the industry’s
top brands, to meet every catheterization need. Catheters are
used to drain urine from the bladder when a person cannot
urinate or whose bladder fails to empty completely during
urination. Catheters are vital devices for people with spinal cord
injuries, but can also be useful for those dealing with incontinence and degenerative conditions.
Available from Comfort Medical, 800/721-7614 or
www.comfortmedical.com
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FINALLY, A HOME WHEELCHAIR SCALE
B Y
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B

renda Baraniak, 59, a T7-8 para for
26 years, has been frustrated since
her injury at the absence of wheelchair scales to track her weight. The
best she could do is weigh at her annual physiatrist’s appointment. “So I
was thrilled to find the Lilypad home
scale on Facebook. I contacted them
right away, became a tester during the
development phase of the product and
was able to purchase one on a special
deal for $500.” How has it worked for
her? “I have lost nearly 25 pounds since
I started using it in May.”
Baraniak, like so many wheelchair
users, has been unable to keep a close
watch on her weight until now. “I weigh
every day. The scale is very sensitive, so
the weight will vary a little, but it is accurate over a period of time. It may vary
by as much as 2 pounds from day to day
depending on how you sit in your chair,
but that’s because it is so sensitive to your
every movement.”
The scale is lightweight, foldable, and
portable. It uses a rubber mat for its base.
The weighing mechanisms are plastic,
battery-operated sensing pads, one for
each wheel, that attach to the 32-by-36inch mat with Velcro strips. Each of the
four pads is approximately 8 by 6 inches,
but the weighing surface is half of that
— 3 by 4 inches, which requires careful

Brenda Baraniak, a T7-8 para, has lost almost
25 pounds since she started weighing herself
regularly using the Lilypad.

positioning of wheels. To set the scale
up, the user first rolls on to the mat and
centers herself. Ideally, a second person
marks the center point of each tire. Then
the Velcro strips are applied at those loca-

The Lilypad at home scale
uses a lightweight, foldable
rubber mat as a base, with
plastic battery-operated
sensing pads for each wheel.

tions on the mat, and finally the pads are
attached to the Velcro. To place the sensing pads just right for your individual
chair takes some fine tuning, but it is a
relatively simple process.
The design of the unit is basic and
uncomplicated, but getting a readout of
your weight takes downloading a special free app that connects with Bluetooth. Most users simply use their smart
phones to connect to the scale, wait to be
told that the scale is ready, then roll on,
click “weigh,” see the readout on their
phones and roll off.
The key to losing weight is, of course,
exercising and eating right. But a scale is
essential to the process for two reasons —
recording your weight and motivation.
Not being able to weigh regularly is a
hindrance to keeping your weight down.
Also, weight charts are not made for people with bodies of different shapes and
sizes due to atrophy or certain congenital
characteristics. The Lilypad app allows
the user to record the weight or weights
of individual wheelchairs, so it automatically subtracts that weight from your total weight when you roll on the scale.

OTHER THAN HOME USE

The Lilypad can also be used in a medical setting, preferably in a small private
practice. However, each time a different sized wheelchair is used, the sensing
pads have to be adjusted to fit the particular wheelchair user’s chair. Also, the
unit is not sturdy enough to weigh power
wheelchairs. However, power chair users
who can transfer to a manual or shower
chair can weigh from a designated lightweight chair whenever they want. Baraniak has a friend with multiple sclerosis
who transfers from her power chair into
Baraniak’s TiLite manual chair to weigh
on her Lilypad.
Dr. Edgar Miller, in his 80s, has been
a practicing osteopathic physician for
decades. His office manager, Babette
Antognoni, told him about the Lilypad
after her husband learned of it at Olin
College, where he teaches. The founders of the Lilypad, Molly Farison and
NOVEMBER 2015
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MAGIC BULLET SUPPOSITORIES
Faster acting, safe and sure 10mg bisacodyl suppository, The
Magic Bullet®, stimulates the bowel with its water soluble (polyethel glycol) base, which causes the bisacodyl to disperse within
minutes after insertion. The Magic Bullet® is designed to help
minimize the cost and excessive time involved in most bowel
programs.
Available from Concepts In Confidence, 561/369-1700 or
www.conceptsinconfidence.com

GO-ANYWHERE CHAIRS
These unique products enable people with physical disabilities
and their families to travel wherever they’d like to go, whenever
they want to go. Completely portable, these commode/shower
chairs pack-away quickly and easily in their wheeled travel
bags. Convenient and lightweight GO-Anywhere Chairs are safe,
durable, easy-to-use, comfortable and maintenance-free. We ship
worldwide and customer service is second to none!
Available from GO! Mobility Solutions, 800/359-4021;
www.GoesAnywhere.com

VAPRO HYDROPHILIC CATHETER
The VaPro hydrophilic intermittent catheter is the only ready-touse hydrophilic catheter with a protective tip and sleeve with an
attached collection bag. VaPro Plus Pocket intermittent catheter
in a discreet package is coming soon!
Available from Hollister Incorporated, 888/740-8999;
or hollisterpeoplefirst.com

LIBERATOR BEDROOM ADVENTURE GEAR
Liberator has developed a line of positioning aids that
assist with intimacy. The angles and support provided allow for more
sensation, access and comfort.
Available from Liberator, 866/542-7283; liberator.com
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Co-founders Amos
Meeks and Molly Farison
(standing) got extensive
feedback from wheelchair users during the
design of the Lilypad.

Amos Meeks, developed the product in
an engineering class at Olin. Using the
Lilypad, Antognoni weighs an elderly
wheelchair user who has Parkinson’s and
is overweight. She also plans on using it
to weigh a friend of hers who is a wheelchair user.
Baraniak credits her success in losing weight to not only weighing daily,
but also to three-per-week workouts
while she watches Lisa Ericson’s Seated
Aerobics video, twice weekly sessions on
a Nu-Step exercise machine at her local
wellness center, and eating right. “Lisa
Ericson’s video is the best I’ve ever seen
for seated aerobics,” says Baraniak.
Rick Hayden, 60, a T8 para for 39 years,
participated in a 30-day home trial of
the Lilypad. Some New Mobility readers may know Hayden as the president of
United Spinal Association’s Southern California chapter. He also headed up Colours
wheelchairs from 2009 to 2012. “I think
the Lilypad is a very nice product,” he says.
Hayden posted a review of the Lilypad on
his chapter website (www.scchapter.org)
for anyone who is interested.
Hayden likes to set up his wheelchairs
with a tapered front end and a very short
wheelbase, which positions his casters
quite a bit inboard from his rear wheels.
To access the Lilypad, he had to pop a
wheelie to get over the first pair of sensor pads, since they are set up for the rear

wheels at a different width. It was a minor
inconvenience, but worth mentioning
for those who use wheelchairs with very
short wheelbases.
While Hayden likes the product,
he decided not to buy one. “I figured,
I’ve gone 39 years without a scale, so
do I really need it?” Part of his decision
had to do with the price. “Almost $700
[$638 is the actual retail price online]
is a lot to pay,” he says, “especially if
you can go to your rehab center and
weigh if you want to, but I understand
that not everyone has access to wheelchair scales, so the Lilypad would have
more appeal to them.”
I also tried out a Lilypad as part of my
preparation to write this article. I had an
initial problem getting the pads just right
so my chair was stable and would not roll
off the pads. But once I got them positioned right, there was no problem staying on them and weighing. However, I
did have two pads malfunction for some
unknown reason. One started weighing
light, and the other had difficulty connecting to the app. But when I called
customer service, they were prompt in

Engineered For Life

The Lilypad can connect with any device
equipped with Bluetooth 4.0 to give the user
his or her weight.

sending out new pads to remedy each
situation quickly. Both Baraniak and
Antognoni said the batteries that power
the sensor pads on their scales died after
a few months. Each sensor takes two, so
a total of eight AA batteries must be replaced whenever they run out of juice. “I
decided to replace them with rechargeable batteries,” says Baraniak. “I found
their customer service to be really responsive. They are really nice people, and
they try hard to please.”
For more information on the Lilypad
scale, got to www.lilypad.com

203.778.4711
topolinotech.com
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LOOK, MA! — NO MORE PEE SPILLS!
B Y

J

en Lane, 53, of Port Charlotte, Fla.,
was injured eight years ago and has a
C4-6 incomplete injury. She went to
Jackson Memorial Rehab in Miami. She
uses a wheelchair full-time, has partial
use of fingers, good biceps but no triceps,
so she fumbles with things from lack of
good dexterity. “I can’t tell you how many
times I’ve accidentally dumped my leg
bag trying to empty it.”
At first she tried intermittent cathing,
had problems with urine backing up,
swelling and infections, so she changed to
a Foley but had occasional infections with
that, too. Her bladder regimen gradually
evolved into a hybrid system of wearing a
Foley for three consecutive days each week,
followed by IC for four days. “Neither
system by itself does the job, but the
combination of the two works best for me.”
She started using the Melio selfemptying leg bag system with her Foley
about a year and a half ago and has no
complaints about it. In fact, she says it has
made a big difference in her life. “I don’t
have to worry about overflowing or leaks,
and I don’t have to worry about dumping it
on myself. The system makes it easy, no bag
rupturing or backing up.” The bag signals
when it is time to empty (two-thirds full).

T I M

G I L M E R

While her Florida Medicaid won’t pay
for it, she says, she received a free starter
kit and subsequent replacements from
Melio for trying out the system and giving
feedback and suggestions. “They are nice
people who are really concerned about
making it the best product it can be.” At
first she thought the system wouldn’t work
for her because the pump module attached
to the bag might weigh too much and make
handling difficult. “But that didn’t happen
at all,” she says. “When I started using it, I
didn’t have any problems.”
She likes the freedom from worry and
hassle that the system gives her when she
is in a public restroom, or any restroom.
“You don’t have to worry about hiking
your leg on a toilet, you just free up the
discharge tube, aim it at the toilet, press
the button and empty.”
Bert Burns, 54, of Sewanee, Ga., is
no stranger to New Mobility readers
[“Becoming an Entrepreneur,” March
2013]. A C6-7 quad since the age of 20,
Burns started up UroMed in 1996, and
later, the nonprofit Life After Spinal Cord
Injury. He sold UroMed just last year.
Burns also was a gold medalist in the
1992 Paralympics.
Burns opted to have a suprapubic

Paralympian Bert Burns says the Melio leg bag has brought him a new level of freedom, including
the ability to inconspicuously empty his bag on planes. “No one even notices,” he says.
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catheter system post-injury. A suprapubic
drains an indwelling Foley catheter into
a leg bag from a stoma near the belly
button. Until he learned about the Melio
self-emptying leg bag system, he did the
best he could emptying his own leg bag,
which strapped to his calf. But limited
finger dexterity caused occasionally
problems. “Sometimes I would spill pee
on myself, usually on my foot. Or I would
even lose my foot in the toilet trying to
handle my leg bag, or I would dump pee
on the floor.”
Then there was the problem of
encountering a nondisabled person
camped out in the accessible stall,
forcing use of a urinal. Now with his
Melio system he can pull a tube from his
waistband, aim it, press a lever-button
on his waistband controller and pump
a stream of pee directly into the urinal
or the toilet. The obvious advantages are
greater privacy, less hassle, quick action
and little danger of spillage.

SELF-EMPTYING ON A PLANE

Burns says there is another advantage.
During his travels as an inspirational
speaker for LASCI, he no longer has
to limit his fluid consumption before
boarding a plane. “I just put a magazine
over my lap or lean to one side and push
the controller lever and pee into an empty
bottle. No one even notices. I usually
bring an empty Gatorade bottle or some
colored bottle with me.”
He had a little difficulty at first putting
the system on by himself, but with just a
few days practice, he got the time down
to about two minutes. He says he thinks
this system is great for quads in the
C5-7 range, or others with less use of
their arms and hands who can use an
attendant to help.
Burns has done a commercial for
Melio and sometimes speaks at rehab
centers accompanied by a salesman for
AssuraMed (a urological company that
sells the Melio system), and he uses a Melio
system himself most of the time. “If I wear
shorts, I use a sports bag, but with long
pants I use the Melio system,” he says.
Joe Digiorgio, 27, of Point Pleasant,

N.J., a C5 quad for three years, says the
Melio system has improved his quality
of life. At Kessler Rehab, he was outfitted
with a Foley catheter and a leg bag
strapped to his calf. He had difficulty
bending over, emptying the bag and
sitting upright again. When he went home
he was dependent on family members to
do it for him. “I didn’t want to be a big
bother asking them to get down on one
knee and empty it.” He had an attendant
for one month, but no more. Not wanting
to ask for help from complete strangers
in public kept him from going out by
himself. He lives with his family at home.
In August of 2014 he saw an ad for
the Melio system in New Mobility
and contacted the UK-based company.
He purchased a system out of pocket in
December 2014 and has been using it
ever since. There is a one-time cost for the
waistband controller ($109), which lasts
for three to five years; two leg bags, two
night bags and simple accessories cost
him $70 a month. Since May of this year,
he says his Medicare coverage has kicked
in and he has not yet received any bills.

The Melio self-emptying leg bag system uses
sensors to let you know when you need to
empty it and has an easy-to-use pump that
allows users to do so with the push of a button.

As for putting on the system and using
it, “I am completely independent now, “
he says. “It’s the only reason I leave the

house by myself. I take Access Link (callup bus service) and go wherever I want,
but sometimes I don’t get the pick-up
time I want.” His worries about having an
autonomic dysreflexia incident have been
put to rest. “Before, I would worry about
not being able to empty my bag and my
bladder getting backed up and triggering
AD. Now the Melio system signals me
when to empty, and I do it with the
waistband controller. The other change is
I’m not afraid to drink as much water as I
want or need. Before I would sometimes
get dehydrated from not drinking for fear
of having problems.”
Digiorgio is currently going to
community college and has plans to
attend a university or college and earn an
engineering degree. He has his driver’s
license for hand controls and is looking
forward to being able to purchase his own
van with help from voc rehab. “Once I get
my own vehicle,” he says, “I’m all set.”
For more info, contact www.melio
legbag.com

HEALTH & HYGIENE
MIRACLE MIST PLUS
Innovative powerful pressure sore and chronic wound treatment
that really works! Safe, easy application changing lives of thousands of persons with bed sores and skin breakdown. Validated
by clinical studies, customer wound photos and testimonials. So
effective there’s a money-back guarantee! Miracle Mist just raised
the bar in wound treatment.
Available from Miracle Mist Plus, 800/217-6677;
or www.woundcarespray.com

NUPRODX MC6000TILT
The mc6000Tilt is an innovative Tilt-in-Space system with centerof-mass design to centralize the user’s weight through the entire
tilt range, for a more compact base to fit where other systems
can’t. The side-mounted tilt crank operates with a light, loweffort touch, and best-of-all, the MULTICHAIR 6000Tilt eliminates
risky bathroom transfers, and is a cost-effective alternative to
installing a roll-in shower.
Available from Nuprodx, 707/934-8266 or
www.nuprodx.com
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CATHETERS
We are a urology device distribution company that specializes in
catheters — specifically, straight, coude, hydrophilic, and closed system
catheters. We also provide advocacy and support to those with spinal
cord injuries, spina bifida, and multiple sclerosis.
Available from New Britain Medical Supplies, 860/224-9017;
www.NewBritainMedicalSupplies.com

FERTICARE/VIBERECT
FDA approved vibrator treats erectile dysfunction and ejaculatory dysfunction in men with such conditions as SCI, brain
injuries and multiple sclerosis. Sperm motility is 50% better than
with other methods used to harvest sperm. Unisex device helps
maintain/increase bladder capacity, and reduce urinary tract
infections, spasticity and episodes of incontinence. It has psychological benefits associated with sexual function and continence.
Available from Orion Medicalgroup/Fertility Healthcare,
714/649-9284 or www.medicalvibrator.com

VIBERECT X3
Viberect X3 is a powerful dual motor medical vibrator/pudendal
nerve stimulator to help men with spinal cord injury achieve successful ejaculation for fertility purposes. Made in USA and FDA &
CE certified. Frequency 70-110 Hz, Amplitude 3 mm. Please visit
our website www.viberect.com for more information. Price: $300.
Covered by VA & US Military.
Available from Reflexonic, 301/378-8433;
or www.viberect.com

JAW HYDROPHILIC CATHETER
The Just Add Water (JAW) revolutionary hydrophilic catheter
offers: -Freedom to safely catheterize no matter where you are
-Unique cath in bag design with no increase in co-pay or
documentation from physician
-Reduce doctor’s office visits and improve your quality of life
Available from Shield HealthCare, 800/342-7371 or
shieldhealthcare.com/jaw
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CATHETER & UROLOGICAL SUPPLIES
Looking for the right catheter supplies that meet your urological
needs? Strive Medical offers a wide selection of catheters from
every leading name brand manufacturer in today’s healthcare
market. All Strive Medical customers enjoy the benefits of FREE
home delivery services, FREE insurance billing and verification,
reorder program, and more.
Available from Strive Medical, 888/771-9229;
or www.strivemedical.com

INTERMITTENT CATHETERS
Free Samples! No gimmicks, no contracts, no hassles! Call today
888/269-6605 to receive closed system, hydrophilic, coude and
straight tip intermittent catheters from Bard, Coloplast, MTG,
Rochester, Cure, Rusch and Hollister. If you suffer from UTIs we
can help!
Available from Summit Express Medical Supply,
888/269-6605 or www.summitexpressmed.com
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SCI-HARD
SCI-Hard is a serious game to promote self-management skills
among individuals with spinal cord injury or dysfunction.
SCI-Hard is available for Android and Apple mobile devices for
evaluation by healthcare providers and as an experimental
intervention for individuals 13-29 years of age with SCI or spinal
cord dysfunction.
Available from University of Michigan, 734/615-6720;
or scihard.com

LOFRIC URINARY CATHETERS
LoFric intermittent urinary catheters, from Wellspect HealthCare, feature Urotonic Surface Technology, a unique hydrophilic
surface coating that remains evenly lubricated on insertion and
withdrawal. LoFric catheters are clinically proven to reduce the
risk of UTI and other long-term complications, for good urethral
health and a good life.
Available from Wellspect HealthCare,
855/456-3742 or www.wellspect.us

got stairs?

...solution!

PERSONAL TRANSPORTATION FOR UP AND DOWN STAIRS

The Ibex Transeat patient transport chair uses gravity and
friction on an endless traction belt to transport the mobility
impaired up and down stairs. It is simple to use,
reducing the risk of back injury to it’s operators.

Simple & Portable
• Folds away
• No motors
• No batteries
• No installation
• No carrying
• No Lifting
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Evac+Chair is the world’s No.1
supplier of evacuation chairs.
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W: evac-chair.com
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VMI NORTHSTAR

You could win a FREE VMI wheelchair van conversion!
Go to VMIChallenge.com or visit your local mobility dealer to enter!

The VMI Northstar has been the #1-selling in-floor ramp system for more than 20 years due to its
industry-leading ease of use and reliability. With a ramp that slides out from under the floor at
the push of a button, the simplicity and convenience is why 90% percent of users prefer our in-floor
ramp to a fold-out version. VMI’s in-floor system is truly the easiest to use for everyone.

We’re challenging anyone to compare their current mobility vehicle against a VMI wheelchair accessible van!
Visit vmichallenge.com for applicable terms and conditions.

Visit VMIChallenge.com or
call 855-VMI-VANS for your chance
to win a free VMI conversion!

FITNESS & SPORTS
Sports and recreation are not only about staying active and fit. They are also
about social interaction, self-fulfillment, exercising your willpower and having fun.
Why not do it now?

CHALLENGE CIRCUIT CH7000
The CH7000 is a multipurpose workout machine with a
centralized weight stack. This allows the machine to be space
efficient, without compromising stability. Dozens of exercises
can be performed using the hi/mid/lo independent pulleys.
Fully adjustable to any user. Stations include chest press/military
press, dual-function, lat pull, seated row, and much more.
Available from Apex Designs, 800/851-1122 or
www.apexeq.com

POOL/SPA LIFTS
Water-powered pool/spa lifts offer simple, reliable, low-cost
operation. No batteries to charge, no expensive electronic
components, no extensive maintenance. Our IGAT lift series
exceeded the ADA requirements before they were written. We
are happy to provide custom adaptations per client request
including longer travel and higher lifting capacities than our
standard 300-400 pounds. Made in the USA.
Available from Aquatic Access Inc., 502/425-5817 or
www.AquaticAccess.com

LILYPAD WHEELCHAIR SCALE
Take a load off your arms and shoulders with the Lilypad Scale!
Weighing yourself regularly at home is shown to be the best way
to lose weight and keep it off. The Lilypad Scale is easy to use,
weighs just 7 pounds, and folds up for storage.
Available from Lilypad Scales, 855/590-5459 or
www.lilypadscales.com
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The only catheter
with Urotonic™
Surface Technology

Easy to grip and
use with ”no touch”
technique

Clever and
discreet
packaging

LoFric® Sense™ for her

LoFric® Origo™ Coudé for him
Easy from the beginning.
Great for long-term use.
Contact us for

FREE SAMPLES
LOFRIC to 52004*
Call 1-855-456-3742
Text

or Email
marketinglofric-us@wellspect.com

www.lofric.us
FOLLOW ONLINE AT “LOFRIC US”
*Text HELP for help, STOP to cancel. 4msgs/mo. Msg&data rates may apply. For full terms and conditions, visit www.wellspect.us/Privacy-Policy.

© 2015 Wellspect HealthCare, a DENTSPLY International Company. All rights reserved. 72800-US-1509
LoFric® is the registered trademark of Wellspect HealthCare

A good start to CIC with LoFric Sense
and LoFric Origo

The U.S. National
Team at the 2014
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WHEELCHAIR CURLING: ROCK THAT HOUSE!
IT ALL STARTED WITH THOSE WILD NORWEGIAN PANTS.

T

he sport of standing curling first
caught my eye at those 2010 Winter
Olympics when the Norwegian men’s
team wore curling pants that were so
colorful, loud and over the top that they
now have their own unofficial Facebook
page (www.facebook.com/NOCTP). I
was surfing through the channels on my
television one night when I saw those
pants. I stopped surfing long enough to
hear the party in the stands and the announcers speaking in a language spiced
with jargon that sounded almost as wild
as the Norwegian pants looked. Rock?

House? Hogline? Bonspiel?
The flash got my attention, but as I
watched the sport I realized there was so
much more to it than the party and the fun.
Curling was a game of strategy and control.
Come for the pants, stay for the strategy. That’s me in a nutshell.
It wasn’t until the winter of 2013
that I finally decided I wanted to take
the plunge and try wheelchair curling. I
was between back surgeries, feeling too
much “I can’t” and looking for something new to explore.
First off, I turned to the Internet,
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where I found a world of curling articles,
videos and pictures. After daydreaming briefly about frolicking in wild pants
at the Paralympics in my international
curling debut someday, I got down to the
serious research.
I learned that one of the great things
about adaptive curling is that it requires
a lot less strength and physical ability
than a lot of other adaptive sports. It’s a
matter of pushing with a stick. It is also
a sport that doesn’t require obtaining a
lot of specialized equipment. Come as
you are with your own wheelchair and
NOVEMBER 2015
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Author Paula Larson shows how she uses the delivery stick to slide the rock into the scoring zone.

stick. Club dues and fees are generally
the biggest financial commitment for a
recreational curler.
The sport of wheelchair curling was
adapted from the sport of ambulatory
curling in the 1990s. There are four people on each mixed-gender team, and all
members take turns pushing the “rocks”
(most wheelchair curlers routinely curl in
standard curling leagues, so recreational
rules may vary). The basic premise (this is
my simplified version — it’s actually very

For many, even
turning this page
is a breakthrough.

We’re here to make
these moments happen.
To learn more about how Talem
Technologies and the X-Ar™ is bringing
endurance, stability and enhanced
movement to the lives of those with a
plan for living, contact us at 313.748.7534
or visit TalemTech.com.

strategic and requires a lot of teamwork)
is that you sit in your chair and use a delivery stick to push a 44-pound rock 120
feet down a sheet of ice and try to get as
close to the center of a 12-foot wide target
(the house) as possible.
Most of the rules are basically the
same for both standing and wheelchair
curling, except wheelers don’t have the
sweepers that standard curling does,
and you use a delivery stick to push the
rock instead of your hand. The goal in
both types of curling is for your team to
try to get your rocks closer to the center
than your opponents’ rocks and to have
a lot of fun knocking each other’s rocks
out of the way and blocking the path of
the opponent’s rocks. It’s kind of a cross
between shuffleboard and lawn bowling.
Just, you know, on ice.
Yes, I said “ice” and “wheelchair” together. Behold the wonder of curling!
After the Internet research I decided
that I wanted to give it a try. The USA
Curling webpage led me to a curling
club about an hour north of me, so I
contacted that club.
I need to take a timeout here to tell you
that this was my first big lesson of adaptive sports, and people bent over backwards to help me get involved, which has
held true for every adaptive sport opportunity I have experienced since then.
The curling club didn’t have a wheelchair group, but they’d had wheelchair
users in the past, so they had a portable
ramp to the ice. Not only that, but they
knew a coach who lived a couple of hours
south of us who had worked with people
at my local club in the past, and they got
in touch with him on my behalf. Then he
got in touch with me and offered to spend
an evening showing me how to wheelchair curl for free. And the curling facility let me and the coach spend a couple of
hours on their ice for free.
It still amazes me how generous and
patient people are when it comes to new
participants in an adaptive sport. We
are blessed to have some amazing partners out there.
So I took this amazing coach and
amazing facility up on their respective
offers and I went curling.

CURLING 101

Before heading out to try curling, you need
to dress for curling. You’ll be sitting in a
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chair on the ice for a long period of time.
Unlike standing curlers, we wheelers do
not generate much body heat while curling, so it gets cold. As much as I adored the
whimsy of the Norwegian curling pants, I
opted for long underwear and insulated ski
pants, an insulated jacket, insulated boots,
stocking hat and gloves. Even with all of
that, I got a little chilly.
Prior to heading down the ramp onto
the ice (“sheet”), I learned that curling ice
is tended with reverence. The quality of the
ice determines the quality of the experience. Unlike an ice rink, curling ice is actually textured (“pebbled”), which is how
you get the rock to move across the ice and
to spin in the direction you want (“curl”).
You need to respect the integrity of the ice.
Tires get cleaned off before getting on the
ice. Then you roll your chair around a bit
to cool the tires off on the out-of-play section of the ice, so that your warm tires don’t
melt spots on the playing surface. It’s all
about the pebbles (kind of like respecting
the well-tended greens in golf).
Now I’m from Northern California
and have lived in the Pacific Northwest
for over 15 years, so ice is not my native
surface. I was concerned that I wouldn’t
get any traction on the ice and that
someone would need to push me. And I
hate being pushed in my wheelchair. So
I was pleasantly surprised when I could
move quite easily in my chair on the ice.
I really wanted to get up some speed and
spin some donuts, but that would not be
respecting the ice. Too bad, that would
have been a blast!
While the basic idea of curling is pretty easy, and it’s not difficult to move the
rock down the ice, it is not easy to make
the rock go where you want it. Not to
mention you take turns with your oppo-

nents, so there are people knocking your
rocks out of the way and placing their
rocks in front of where you want your
rocks to go. How rude!
I could go into a lot of details (and
there are a lot of details), but here are the
basics that I learned on the ice. The delivery stick slips over the handle of the rock,
and a small, smooth rotation of the wrist
determines whether the rock curls left
or right. So the movement of the rock is
determined by how hard you push, how
much you spin, the condition of the ice
and your ability to combine the three factors to make the rock go where you want.
That’s a big part of the skill involved. The
strategy comes when you match wits and
skill with the opposing team.
It sounds simple but it’s hard to be
good. Like most sports you can get as
serious about it as you want to, but at its
heart, curling is a social sport where the
real goal for most participants is to hang
out with friends, have fun and enjoy
some good-natured competition.
If you want to try curling, contact
your nearest curling club. There is some
type of curling presence in 45 states in
the United States and across Canada.
Keep in mind that wheelchair curling
is really still becoming established as a
sport. If you are the facility’s first wheelchair curler, you may have to blaze the
trail at the club.
Many clubs have open houses where
the public can come in and try the sport for
free. Talk to someone at the club before you
go. Make sure they have the accommodations to get you down on the ice, someone to help with instruction, and delivery
sticks for you to use. Make sure you clearly
communicate your needs to them (manual
wheelchair versus power, if you might have

All curlers learn to respect the integrity of the
ice. Larson was surprised how easily she could
maneuver her chair on the rink.

trouble gripping the delivery stick, etc.).
Keep in mind that many of these facilities
are older and may not have accessible restrooms and other facilities.
Now get out on the pebbles and rock
that house!

RESOURCES

• Wheelchaircurling.com, www.wheel
chaircurling.com
• USA Curling, www.teamusa.org/
usa-curling
• World Curling Federation, www.world
curling.org/about-wheelchair-curling
• Paralympic Wheelchair Curling, www.
paralympic.org/wheelchair-curling
• Wheelchair Curling Instruction
Manual: A Beginner’s Guide, www.
curling.ca/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/
Instruction-Manual.pdf

FITNESS & SPORTS
HORIZON
The Horizon mountain bike adapts to your abilities with
options for a hand-cycle, tri-pin adaptive hand controls, and
more. Cruise the trails solo or with friends, and never be the last
to the top with Outrider’s industry leading electric assist. What
adven-tures will you take with the Horizon? Call today!
Available from Outrider USA, 828/654-7555
or www.outriderusa.com
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Q6 Edge® 2.0 with iLevel® Technology shown in Lime Light

In my life I have gone through many changes

looking down on me. Each

having Duchenne muscular dystrophy, some

day my life gets better and

good and some bad. One of the best changes

better! I think the measure of a person’s success

is getting my new iLevel chair! I love to go to

is if you are happy with yourself and your life. I

sporting events, and now when I’m at eye level,

have always been happy with myself and my iLevel

I feel a part of the crowd instead of the crowd

makes me happier with my life!

www.ilevel.rehab • (US) 866-800-2002 • (CAN) 888-570-1113
/quantumrehab

@quantum_rehab

MOBILITY & SEATING
There is a good reason why this is the largest section in NM’s 2015 Buyer’s
Guide. Most of us find our freedom is intertwined with the world of wheels.
So many ways to get from here to there!

ACORN STAIRLIFTS
The world-leader in stairlifts, with over 400,000 customers worldwide. Helping people to stay safely in their own home for over 20
years. The only stairlift to earn the Ease-of-Use Commendation
from the Arthritis Foundation.
Available from Acorn Stairlifts, 866/683-0064;
or www.AcornStairlifts.com

ALLTRACK SERIES
The Alltrack Series is a higher quality power wheelchair platform
offering a new innovative core technology that enhances stability, maneuverability and comfort for the end user like no other
power wheelchair has done before. It’s suspension system is
considered by most users to be the best in its class, and is available in all categories including bariatric.
Available from Amysystems, 888/453-0311 or
www.amysystems.com

APK2 CUSHION
APK2 is a fully automatic alternating pressure sore treatment
cushion that is custom built for each individual. Customization
includes offloading full time under existing pressure ulcers. It is
battery operated with a 40 hour run time per charge and has user
adjustable firmness and cycle control.
Available from Aquila Corporation, 866/782-9658;
or www.aquilacorp.com
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ENTER THE KICK-ASS TRACK CHAIR
B Y

T

he Track Chair Ripchair 3.0 has generated a lot of media buzz, ranging
from the Discovery Channel to Fox
Sports, and for good reason. It is a serious
adaptive off-road vehicle for wheelchair
users with options that can do a wide variety of work tasks.
The Ripchair 3.0 is manufactured by
Howe and Howe Technologies, a company that specializes in extreme vehicles
for use in military, police and firefighting
work. Geoff Howe, CEO, explains that
the Ripchair 3.0 was designed for wheelchair users with a focus on three goals
— ease of transfer, ability to go anywhere
and ruggedness.
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The company eliminated the transfer issue altogether — the user stays in
their own wheelchair, manual or power,
and backs it into the Ripchair’s unique
ramp design, which lifts and locks in
place, providing 10 inches of ground
clearance. Next, an overhead bar pulls
down and locks the chair in place, becoming the front bumper. A four-stroke
gasoline engine delivers 29 horsepower
to the Ripchair’s 11-inch wide, aggressive rubber tracks that provide superior
traction and a zero turn radius. The engine runs approximately eight hours on
a five-gallon tank of gas.
A click through the videos on the

company website shows that when it
comes to adaptive off-road ability, the
Ripchair 3.0 is in a league all its own. It
has a top speed of 17 mph (set to a max of
10 mph at the factory), can handle marsh,
sand, snow and mud; and it can go up,
down and across slopes as steep as 60
percent (for safety and liability reasons
the owner’s manual recommends avoiding slopes steeper than 20 percent).
In addition to facilitating outdoor
exploration, the machine is a workhorse
equipped with front and back trailer
hitches that can tow up to 1,000 pounds.
Many customers use it to tow lawn and
field mowers; others attach a snowplow

Mark McCue, a C6-8 quad,
uses the Ripchair to navigate
his hilly California property
and tend his zinfandel grapes.

blade. Howe says the Ripchair can also
run an excavator and frontend loader. He
says he has a customer in Nebraska who
uses a Ripchair to work his farm and two
customers in California who use them to
tend their vineyards.
One of the vineyard customers is
Mark McCue, 58, in his 25th year as a
C6-8 quadriplegic. “I use the Ripchair
to tend the zinfandel grapes on my
small vineyard as well as tow a mower
on my hilly property in San Miguel”
near Paso Robles, Calif., he says. “Before the Ripchair I used an ATV, which
was really difficult to transfer onto and
didn’t enable me to get up to the vines
like I can in the Ripchair.”
The serious vehicle also comes with
a serious price. The paraplegic version
retails for $35,500 and the quadriplegic
version, with a computer-controlled joystick, is $39,500. Howe explains that each
Ripchair is 100 percent hand-crafted and
takes six to eight weeks to build. He says
the price is at a nonprofit “break even
point” for the company. “These are highquality machines engineered to be easily
repairable by a local small engine repair
shop or an automobile shop using offthe-shelf parts available anywhere in the
United States,” he says.
Mike McLaughlin, 64, who has multiple sclerosis, got his Ripchair in July.
“I’m an outdoor person,” he says, “and it
is better than anything I can imagine.”

Up until five years ago McLaughlin rode
horses on his ten-acre property — half
pasture and half woods — about a mile
from the Platte River near Omaha, Neb.
But his MS progressed to the point where
he could no longer ride horses, so he
started using a power chair. “Then I saw
the Ripchair on the Internet and had to
have one,” he says. “I can just drive into
the Ripchair and go outdoors and explore
my property, or visit my neighbors.”
Howe says that 20 customers have

received a Ripchair since the first one
was delivered last year. He adds that
Ripchairs are completely customizable
to meet specific needs or requests. “Our
goal is to make kick-ass machines for
adventurous people who want to get into
the outdoors.”

RESOURCES

• Rip Drive 3.0, trackchairextreme.com
• Howe and Howe Technologies,
howeandhowe.com

Do you Believe in Magic?
Bowel & Bladder Basics are our Business!
Urological Supplements

Suppositories

Cran Magic + ™

The Magic Bullet™
safe & sure! Faster acting,
water soluble suppositories.

bladder, kidney & urinary health.

Mannose Magic™

maintain a healthy urinary tract- flush
away E.coli.

Bowel Supplements

Magic Cleanse™
promotes fuller movements
with greater ease
(and less time).

Enzyme Magic™
better digestion= better elimination.
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www.conceptsinconfidence.com
The Ripchair “is better than anything” Mike
McLaughlin can imagine for navigating his
Nebraska property.

2500 Quantum Lakes Dr. #214
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
(800) 822-4050
*one time discount per customer
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PATIENT LIFT SYSTEM
Equipment includes a full range of floor model and ceiling
mounted lifts that are available in a variety of configurations
(multiple function and air tube or electric models, for example)
and slings to meet the individual’s needs. Additional equipment
include privacy curtains for an institutional setting.
Available from Barrier Free Lifts, Inc., 800/582-8732;
or www.barrierfreelifts.com

BBRAVER HANDRIMS
Feel the Difference!
Get around as efficiently as possible.The BBraver handrim’s
exclusive ergonomics and innovative cover provides for a perfect
handhold, consistent grip and optimal comfort.
Gravity never sleeps!
Your wheelchair should reflect who you are as a person. Find
your place, make an impression, assert your style.
Available from BBraver Innovation Products Inc.,
418/906-3439 or www.bbraver.com

EASYSTAND GLIDER
The EasyStand Glider is the only stander with active standing
technology, which allows users and/or caregivers to facilitate
movement in the lower extremities. This provides increased range
of motion in the hips, knees and ankles, all while reaping the
benefits of a passive standing device.
Available from EasyStand, 800/342-8968;
or www.easystand.com

MONSTER BAG
As big as they come! Diestco MFG’s Monster Bag straps behind
your scooter or wheelchair providing the largest storage for
shopping, laundry, groceries, etc. Made in the USA from high
quality, water resistant polyester. Also, check out all our other
great products, including armrest bags, seatback bags, tiller bags
and more!
Available from Diestco Manufacturing Corp.,
800/795-2392 or https://www.diestco.com
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SPINERGY ZX-1 CHANGES MANUAL
INTO POWER CHAIR
B Y
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“IF I AM GOING TO GO IN
A FRIEND’S CAR, I CAN
LEAVE IT BEHIND, OR HAVE
A FRIEND PUT IT INTO THE
TRUNK OR BACK SEAT.”

U

ntil recently, wheelers with limited
arm movement and/or limited endurance had to choose between a manual
chair and power chair. This changed when
Spinergy introduced the ZX-1, a unique
power drive unit that turns a manual chair
(rigid or folding) into a joystick-controlled
power chair — in seconds.
Attaching the ZX-1 is simple. Just back
your manual chair between the unit’s
tubular armrests and press the “chair
mount button” on the joystick. This engages a clamshell-like tube that robotically clamps around the chair’s camber
tube (for folding chairs, the clamp goes
around a ZX-1 add-on swing-away/
quick-release camber tube) and lifts the
rear wheels slightly off the ground. Voilà!
— you now have a power chair that can
cruise pavement, grass, gravel and slopes
up to six degrees. Top speed is set at 3.5
mph, but can be reprogrammed to 5 mph
after you become comfortable with operating the chair. The range is 5 miles with
standard batteries and 9 miles with optional lithium batteries.
The ZX-1 weighs 82 pounds with
standard batteries and 75 pounds with
Lithium batteries. Quick release armrests
make it easy for strong friends to load the
compact unit into the trunk of a car or
for airline employees to load onto a plane.

However, for air-travel, Spinergy also offers a rugged, waterproof, TSA-approved
ZX-1 travel case that can be made mobile
with click-on casters.
Six years ago Daniela Schirmer, now
29, was faced with the power chair/manual chair dilemma when she sustained a
C5-6 incomplete spinal cord injury. Her
rehab facility suggested a power chair, but
she went with a manual chair because she
couldn’t afford a van and also wanted to
Daniela Schirmer, a C5-6
quad, found the Spinergy
ZX-1 to be so useful she
went to work for Spinergy.

be able to ride in friend’s cars. “I could
get around the house in my manual chair,
but didn’t have the endurance to push
any kind of distance, so I got power assist
wheels,” she says. “Then I moved to San
Luis Obispo, Calif., to attend graduate
school at Cal Polytechnic University. Going from class to class on the hilly campus while trying to hold onto a lap full of
books wasn’t cutting it with power-assist
wheels, especially on downhill sections.”
Schirmer had seen a ZX-1 prototype at
Project Walk a year and a half before they
went on sale to the public. “When I saw
it, I had to have one, so I kept in contact
with Spinergy and bought one as soon as
they were available” [in 2013]. Although
Schirmer paid cash for her ZX-1 using a
fundraising site called HelpHopeLive.org,
the ZX-1 is covered under Medicare with
the proper medical documentation.
“I love it because it gives me mobility
and joystick operation,” says Schirmer. “I
can use it when I want, or use my manual
chair when I want. If I am going to go in
a friend’s car, I can leave it behind, or
have a friend put it into the trunk or back
seat. It made college much easier, and
I’ve now purchased a van so I take it with
me all the time.” As an unexpected bonus, Schirmer’s enthusiasm for the ZX-1
landed her a job at Spinergy as a social
media and marketing specialist.
Manufacturer’s suggested retail price
is $9,995 and minimum advertised price
is $7,995.

RESOURCES

• Spinergy ZX-1, www.spinergy.com/
catalog/zx1_power_add_on.php
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FREEDOM CHAIR
The Freedom Chair is a mobility aid chair that can get people out
and about. It allows access to trails, parks and beaches, plus can
enable people with mobility impairments to go up and down
stairs. It folds compact, is very rugged and can provide freedom
to those in need.
Available from Crosswind Concepts, 707/523-7535;
www.crosswindconcepts.com

SHOCK ABSORBER/SOFTROLL CASTER
Frog Legs shock absorbers protect the rider from the pounding
effects of rolling that cause muscle spasms, fatigue and pain. Frog
Legs’ EPIC Soft Roll wheels provide high-floatation, energy efficient
rolling and feature an exclusive Frog Shields that fit over the wheel
bearings to protect them from damage due to debris, water, hair
and anything else nasty.
Available from Frog Legs, Inc., 641/682-0220;
or www.froglegsinc.com

IBEX TRAN SEAT700H
The IBEX Tran-Seat 700H has the ability to both descend and
ascend stairways safely and easily. The IBEX Tran-Seat 700H
is the perfect in-home solution to assist people with mobility
impairments in getting up and down stairs. Specially designed
“tracks” allow for the chair to ascend stairs without the need for
the operators to lift.
Available from EVAC+CHAIR North America, 516/502-4240 or
www.evac-chair.com

TEK VERTICAL MOBILITY DEVICE
The TEK is an entirely new class of indoor mobility device, with a
brilliant design that provides rear entry from a bed or wheelchair
to lift you in a standing position. Once standing, the TEK’s small
footprint and smooth operation lets you access places no power or
manual wheelchair can go.
Available from Innovations Health, 800/659-4548;
or www.innovationshealth.com
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TEST DRIVE: SMARTDRIVE MX2 POWER ASSIST
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This brings up the importance
n August 4, 2015, Max
of seeing a physician if you deMobility started shipping their highly anvelop shoulder or wrist issues,
ticipated MX2, the next
to help identify and heal the
generation of its SmartDrive
problem, and for documentapower assist for manual
tion. Anecdotally, I am 55, a
wheelchairs. New Mobility
T10 complete para, 30 years
columnist Mark Smith was
post-injury. Over the years I’ve
so impressed with the Smarthad several bouts of lingering
Drive MX1 that he devoted
shoulder pain. Each time I
his entire December 2014 Inwent to my primary care doc,
novations column to it (see
who did a check-up and gave
resources). In mid-August
me a referral to a sports theraI received an MX2 for an
py clinic, which helped a great
extended demo. I found the
deal. However, as a manual
MX2 does even more with
chair user, resting my shoulless than the MX1.
ders to help them heal wasn’t
For those unfamiliar
an option.
with the SmartDrive, it is a
My MX2 test drive actumotor and drive-wheel unit
ally started when I first used
that quick connects onto a
the MX1, three years ago, at
hitch mounted on the cena time when both shoulders
ter of the camber tube on a
had become extremely painmanual wheelchair. Mark
ful due to overexertion from
Richter, president of Max
trying to get back in shape
Mobility, says the company
too fast. The MX1 enabled
has adaptations that will fit
me to rest and heal my shoulvirtually any variation of
ders despite a busy workrigid or folding chair.
travel schedule. Without the
At first glance, the MX2
MX1, I was likely heading for
looks like the MX1, but The updated SmartDrive MX2 features a Bluetooth controlled wristband that permanent damage.
closer inspection reveals the senses when you push and holds the push speed.
My first impression of
8-pound battery, which slid
using the MX2 is that the
under the seat on the MX1 and required ply tap the push rim with the wristband Bluetooth wristband makes controlling
plugging in a pigtail power cord into the hand. Optional “Thumb Throttle” but- the drive unit super easy — although it
drive unit, has been eliminated. This re- tons, which fit on the frame, enable start- did take a day or two of wheeling before
duces the time it takes to put the unit on ing from a stop by pushing a button. A the wristband signals became instincor off the chair from about a minute for continuous push will accelerate it up to 1.5 tive rather than having to rely on “recall.”
the MX1, to 5 seconds for the MX2! Total mph, about the speed of a slow walk, a use- I also found the MX2 interprets long,
ful feature for starting on ramps or hills.
weight of the MX2 is 12.5 pounds.
smooth push strokes when reading accelRichter says a primary goal of the eration better than short jerky strokes, a
Another new MX2 innovation is a
motion-sensing Bluetooth LE [low energy] SmartDrive is to prevent overuse damage reminder that when I am in a hurry, my
sports wristband that communicates drive in shoulders. The idea is for wheelers to push strokes become less efficient. Like
commands with the power unit. The wrist- get SmartDrive at the first signs of shoul- the MX1, I don’t notice the MX2 is on my
band has a push-button on/off switch and der pain, before damage occurs, and allow chair when it is in the “off” mode.
provides feedback about mode and accel- shoulders to rest, heal and stay healthy
Out of curiosity I removed the Smarteration via a small red/green light and si- for the long haul. To that end, the MX2 Drive and counted my push strokes while
lent buzzes akin to an incoming cell phone is approved by Medicare and the VA with wheeling the three-quarter mile route
call on mute setting. The wristband senses medical necessity documentation. Some from my home to my P.O. Box — exactly
when you push on the rim and holds that examples of medical necessity include pain 425 push strokes. The next day, the same
push speed — from 0.5 mph to 5.5 mph in shoulders or wrists, becoming easily route with the MX2 took 12 strokes, in— like a cruise control, and has a 12-mile fatigued by pushing, or having difficulty cluding stopping and starting at a stoplight
range. To disengage the motor, you sim- pushing over carpet, up ramps or hills. and opening the door at the post office.
NOVEMBER 2015
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V6 FRONTIER
The V6 Frontier All-Terrain mid-wheel drive power chair provides
tremendous off road capabilities while providing indoor maneuverability. This chair is perfect for those who prefer to make
their own paths and explore more aggressive terrain. The seat is
customizable with a full range of rehab options. Indoor tires can
be put on the V6 for a slimmer.
Available from Innovation In Motion, 800/327-0681 or
www.mobility-usa.com

BLAX HAND RIMS
BLAX Hand Rims “Active Grip” coated hand rims are designed
to provide outstanding grip and a larger pushing surface
area for active wheelers with limited hand function. Users enjoy
enhanced ramp climbing ability, higher pushing speeds
and improved chair control.
Available from Islands, LLC, 719/210-0412;
or www.pushblax.com

INVACARE MATRX LIBRA CUSHION
Designed with the highest level of skin protection, positioning
and adjustability to match the unique needs of the user, the Invacare Matrx Libra Cushion offers a complete solution to provide
balance and stability as well as optimize body function. The Libra
Cushion features Ultra-Fresh anti-microbial and odor protection
and a moisture-resistant cover for ultimate comfort.
Available from Invacare Corporation, 800/333-6900 or
www.invacare.com

SEALED VRLA GEL BATTERIES
For over 30 years, MK Battery has set the standard for batteries
used in power mobility devices, which is why leading manufacturers worldwide trust MK as their source for powering their wheelchairs and scooters. When safety, reliability, recyclability and long
battery life matter, demand MK Gel batteries.
Available from MK Battery,714/937-1033;
or www.mkbattery.com
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I also timed how long it took me to unhook the MX2 and load it into my car, then
unload and hook the MX2 to the back of
my chair — 20 seconds each way. I can
see it will also be a huge bonus for airline
travel, with one trick to figure out — how
to get the power unit to fit in the overhead.

SECOND OPINION

Joe Bohl, 62, in his 28th year as a T4 incomplete para, started having painful
twinges in his shoulders 11 years ago
that slowly got worse. “Over the last two
years my shoulders have become so bad,
especially my left one, that I was considering shoulder replacement surgery. So I
switched to a ramp van, but my shoulder
throbs even from minor pushing, especially climbing the ramp into my home.
It was severely affecting my ability to get
out of the house and enjoy life,” he says.
In February 2015, Bohl got an MX1
for an extended demo. “It changed my
life. It enables me to take Lloyd, my lab/
mastiff service dog who needs lots of exercise, on daily 4-mile round trips to the
dog park,” he says. “It enabled me to enjoy the summer and cancel shoulder surgery, at least for the foreseeable future.”
Bohl was ready to order an MX1 when
he heard about the MX2. “After demoing
the MX2 for three days last weekend, I’m
sold,” he says. “I’m impressed with the
way the Bluetooth wristband works. Being able to tap the push rim to disengage

the motor is super easy, convenient and
safe, especially in tight spaces like wheeling up the ramp into my van.”
Bohl also appreciates the thumb accelerators. “They saved my shoulder a couple
times when I stopped in the middle of my
ramp,” he says. “Having to start uphill by
push rim would have been excruciating.
A simple push on the thumb accelerator
made it easy.”
Following the demo, Bohl sent a message to his doc to start the paperwork to

order a MX2 through Medicare.
Manufacturer’s suggested retail price
remains the same as the MX1: $6,450;
minimum advertised price: $5,805

RESOURCES

• New Mobility Innovations: “Smart
Drive — Taking the Push Out of Pushing,” www.newmobility.com/2014/12/
smart-drive/
• SmartDrive by Max Mobility, 800/6372980; www.max-mobility.com

STYLE
YOUR RIDE

n

Custom wheels

n

Colored handrims, accents, and Spinergy spokes

n

Custom frame colors and upholstery

n

®

Coordinate the color of your chair with your
JAY seating
®

RIDE YOUR STYLE
Joe Bohl was ready to order an MX2 as soon as
he tried it out. “I’m sold,” he said.

800.333.4000
www.SunriseMedical.com
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FREEDOM TRAX
Freedom Trax, a product solely developed by Livingston Innovations, is a motorized track attachment for manual wheelchairs.
This device will traverse sand, snow, gravel and mud, and also fits
in the trunk of a car. Freedom Trax is the lightweight, portable
and economical solution to off-road mobility.
Available from Livingston Innovations, 847/808-0900 or
www.freedomtrax.com

SURGE HANDRIM
The Surge, along with the Natural-Fit and the Q-Grip, create a suite
of handrim choices that vary in their ergonomics, coating surfaces,
and functionality. You choose your handrim and options based on
your preferences. Learn more by using our Handrim Feature Finder
at www.out-front.com/handrims. Every push matters!
Available from Out-Front,480/833-1834;
or www.out-front.com

Barrier Free Lifts
To meet the individual’s needs
We serve individuals with disabilities, caregivers, and health care
institutions with an extensive line of patient lifts and slings.

1620 SW 17th St. Ocala, Fl. 34471
Email: us-office@barrierfreelifts.com
www.barrierfreelifts.com
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Phone: 1-800-582-8732
Fax: 1-866-378-3318

MOBILITY & SEATING
HELIO WHEELCHAIR
The Helio’s outstanding performance and unrivaled lightness
has positively changed how people think about wheelchairs.
The entirely symmetrical crossbrace, oval shaped tubes and
oversized pivot axles work together with the unique Ultrarigid
Folding System to maximize frame rigidity and energy conservation. Something had to be done. We did it.
Available from Motion Composites, 450/588-6555;
or www.motioncomposites.com

WHEELCHAIRS & ACCESSORIES
Provider of custom manual wheelchairs, parts, and accessories for
over 25 years, Sportaid specializes in excellent customer service,
discounted prices and understanding the needs of people with
physical disabilities. Your one-stop-shop since 1988!
Available from Sportaid, 800/743-7203; www.sportaid.com

THE CHIEF 107-ZRx

POWER CHAIR

AT REDMAN POWER CHAIR
WE BELIEVE A POWER CHAIR
SHOULD DO MORE,
A LOT MORE!

The Redman Chief has the unique ability to stretch your hip flexors,
hamstrings and heel cords. No other chair has these capabilities.
Call or email us today for complete details.

1.800.727.6684 • www.RedmanPowerChair.com
NOVEMBER 2015
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MOBILITY & SEATING
iLEVEL
iLevel power chairs offer up to 10 inches of seat lift while traveling up to 3.5 mph while elevated. iLevel’s exclusive stabilization
technology enhances elevated safety, allowing use indoors and
out, tackling up to 1.5 inch obstacles. Available on the high-performance Q6 Edge 2.0 power base, iLevel puts more in reach.
Available from Quantum Rehab,866/800-2002;
or http://www.iLevel.rehab

REDMAN POWER CHAIR 107-ZRX
Redman Power Chair has been perfecting the art of standing
technology for over 20 years. The Chief 107-ZRx standing power
wheelchair goes where no standard power wheelchair has gone
before — it allows you to stand, recline, tilt, stretch and move like
you never thought possible.
Available from Redman Power Chairs, 800/727-6684;
or www.redmanpowerchair.com

ROHO Smart Check™ System
Smart Check by ROHO is a sensing device used in the setup and
monitoring of a ROHO HIGH PROFILE or MID PROFILE Sensor Ready
Cushion. Smart Check by ROHO is a cushion feedback system that
is intended to assist the user by saving an inflation range during
cushion setup.
Available from ROHO, 618/277-9173;
or www.roho.com

GO GO FOLDING SCOOTER
Easily folded, the four-wheel Go-Go Folding Scooter is perfect
for the active lifestyle. Offering great performance indoors, the
Go-Go Folding Scooter provides a comfortable and convenient
ride. It is super portable and is a great space saver that adjusts to
fit perfectly inside any closet, corner, or vehicle trunk.
Available from Scootaround Inc, 888/441-7575 or
www.scootaroundsales.com
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MOBILITY & SEATING
F5 CORPUS
The F5 Corpus goes beyond good looks to stretch the boundries
of logic. How can a smaller footprint offer greater stability, or a
lower seat-to-floor height allow you to reach higher? How can
improved torque still be more powerful at low speeds, or a completely rigid frame offer a stable, comfortable ride?
Experience it at permobil.com
Available from Permobil, 800/736-0925;
or http://permobil.com

TiLite ZRa Series 2
The TiLite ZRa ultralightweight wheelchair offers a fully customizable frame. The large 1.25 inch diameter tubing gives the monotube frame superior rigidity with unparalleled vibration dampening. The standard edition weighs 10.7 pounds and the SL edition
weighs only 8.7 pounds. The ZRa comes in 20 frame finishes and six
anodized color packages for individual customization.
Available from SpinLife, 800/850-0335;
or www.spinlife.com

QUICKIE® 7 SERIES
The Quickie 7 Series redefines cutting edge ultra lightweight
wheelchair technology with an ergonomic design and premium
materials. Built by hand individually for you, 7R and 7RS are the
lightest, most responsive wheelchairs we’ve ever made.
Available from Sunrise Medical, 800/333-4000;
or www.sunrisemedical.com

SUREHANDS OVERHEAD LIFT SYSTEM
SureHands® Overhead Track Systems provide the means to safely
and smoothly transfer into tub or shower in one effortless step. The
SureHands® Body Support and Handi-Slings provide stability while
bathing, back-saving ease for caregivers, and offers solutions to
completely overcome physical and architectural barriers, thus
saving precious floor space.
Available from SureHands Lift & Care Systems, 800/724-5305;
or www.surehands.com
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MOBILITY & SEATING
TILITE TRA
Imagine the best, then go beyond, and you will arrive at the TRA.
With the power and style of its titanium dual-tube frame, TiFit
precision, and full adjustability, the TRA has it all. The result is
performance and comfort built around you.
Available from TiLite, 800/545-2266;
or http://www.tilite.com

Topolino WX2.5 Wheels
Super light, beautifully responsive and extremely durable, the
WX2.5 wheels respond crisply to each push. Unique carbon fiber
spokes, advanced composite hubs and innovative construction create a wheel like no other. Meticulously hand-built in Bethel, Conn.
Available from Topolino Technology, LLC, 203/778-4711;
or www.topolinotech.com

MOBILITY EQUIPMENT
For best pricing and service on thousands of mobility products
including wheelchairs, power wheelchairs, scooters, cushions
and many accessories, contact U2Mobility. Disabled owned
and controlled. National coverage, competitive pricing, expert
disabled staff.
Available from U2Mobility, Inc., 855/411-0888;
or http://u2mobility.com/

WHILL Model A
WHILL is a next-generation personal mobility device. Its four wheel
drive capabilities and large front wheels allow it to clear obstacles
of up to 3 inches high. A full battery charge gives it a range of up to
12 miles. WHILL’s maximum speed is 5.5 mph and it has a 10 degree
incline capability.
Available from WHILL, 844/699-4455;
or http://whill.us
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As founder of NBMS, I truly understand the challenge and complications you face for obtaining and using
the right catheter. You see I not only
supply catheters – I rely on them.
Sincerely,
Joe Paladino

855-332-0285

New Britain Medical Supplie
39 Brooklawn Street
New Britain, CT 06052

We accept Medicaid, Medicare
and Independent Insurance

Local/ Fax:

s

860-224-9017
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www.NewBritainMedica
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FREE Delivery!
FREE Samples!

Call Today
Local/Fax: 860-224-9017
Toll Free: 855-332-0285

74 VINE STREET • NEW BRITAIN, CT 06052

www.NewBritaiNMedicalSupplieS.coM
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Would You Grab This?

Traditional Handrims Aren’t Wrapped In Barbed Wire, But They Might As Well Be.
Over 70% of chair users who push on round-tube handrims develop pain in their hands and wrists.

Demand a Better Handrim.

The Natural-Fit

Get the Proven Benefits of Out-Front Ergonomic Handrims.
• Ease pain in the hands and wrists.
• Eliminate pushing on the tire.

• Increase performance and efficiency.
• Provide greater control when braking.

Ask for the Natural-Fit or Surge handrim when you order your next chair.
| 480-833-1829 | CustomerCare@Out-Front.com | Out-Front.com

AUTOMOTIVE
PRODUCTS & SERVICES
One day we may strap on our jetpacks, beam ourselves into outer space or disappear
into virtual reality. But today we are still dependent on powered vehicles to move
from Point A to Point B. Enjoy the ride.

AUTOABILITY ADVANTAGE
Rear access wheelchair vans on Chrysler, Dodge and Toyota
vehicles built to exacting standards of quality, durability and
safety. New for 2015 is our Ram ProMaster full size van with rear
kneeling suspension and flexible seating configurations.
Available from AutoAbility, 248/620-4200 or
www.autoability.com

BORN FREE MOBILITY RVS
Born Free has been building RVs since 1969. We have combined
our years of experience into designs for Mobility RVs to fit the
needs of the owner and family. We offer a whole line of options
to fit the various mobility challenges. We have models from 24
to 33 feet in length. View our website for photos!
Available from Born Free Motorcoach, 800/247-1835 or
www.bornfreerv.com

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE VEHICLE
With over 40 years of experience, BraunAbility promises the most
reliable wheelchair accessible vehicles and wheelchair lifts in the
industry. Choose your make and model, your conversion style,
and customize it to fit your needs with extra seating or headroom. BraunAbility has over 200 dealers across the country – find
your nearest mobility center at www.braunability.com.
Available from BraunAbility, 800/843-5438 or
www.BraunAbility.com
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AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS & SERVICES
DARIOS
DARIOS — the digital accelerator ring on the steering wheel
and the main hand brake is integrated in the dashboard for
drivers without the use of both legs. It’s VA accepted. Kempf
features free nationwide transport of the vehicle round trip to
their facility and a lifetime warranty.
Available from KEMPF Inc., 888/453-6738 or
www.kempf-usa.com

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE VEHICLES
We all deserve a choice, and whether you’re looking for a new or
used wheelchair accessible minivan, SUV or car, Freedom Motors
has the ideal vehicle for you and your family. Total freedom and
independence at factory direct prices.
Available from Freedom Motors USA, 888/625-6335 or
www.fminow.com
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GETTING SECURE BEHIND THE WHEEL
B Y

M I C H A E L

C O L L I N S

Photo courtesy of University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute

Simulations at
the University of
Michigan allow researchers to better
understand how
different chairs
and lockdown systems will respond
to automobile
crashes.

M

otor vehicles have two basic
functions: first, to transport passengers or goods from point A
to point B; second, and perhaps most
important, to provide that transportation safely. In order to accomplish this,
vehicle manufacturers have developed
a variety of features meant to enhance
passenger or driver safety. These include such items as lap belts, shoulder
harnesses, headrests and air bags that
deploy from all sides to cushion us in
the event of a collision or crash.
All of those safety features are designed specifically for passengers and
drivers who are seated in vehicle seats. In
order to assure their safety, the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration maintains a database of the results
of required side and frontal crash testing of vehicles. The tests are conducted
by the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety to determine the extent of damages to vehicles and passengers in event
of a crash. They use standardized crash
test dummies to measure the impact on
vehicle occupants.
Passenger safety becomes more complicated when people choose to remain
seated in their mobility devices, like
wheelchairs or scooters, rather than

transfer to the vehicle’s seats. In order to
travel safely, our devices must become
part of the vehicle’s safety system; they
need to remain intact and anchored securely no matter what happens to the
vehicle. This is especially important for
people seated in the driver’s position or
as a front passenger, as airbags are often
disconnected during vehicle modifications in order to avoid injury if they deploy in a crash.
There are several means of anchoring wheelchairs firmly in place during
travel. These include docking systems,
like those available from EZ Lock and
Q’Straint. Their locking devices can
withstand an impact from any direction,
holding a wheelchair in place as long as
the matching tie-down bolt welded to
the bottom of the chair is secure. Those
devices work great for people who drive
by themselves, or who ride in the same
location in a private vehicle, as they lock
automatically when the wheelchair is positioned properly.
Companies that do conversions on
lift-equipped pickups and SUVs use the
docking stations in a variety of ways. AllTerrain Conversions, Mobility SVM and
Ryno Mobility have models that come
equipped with a docking station on the

lift itself, in order to hold the wheelchair
in place and even secure it in the position
where it will ride in the moving vehicle.
Because of the way these lift systems are
designed, the driver or passenger using a
wheelchair may be able to take advantage
of the same safety belt and shoulder harness as would be used by an individual
who is sitting in the vehicle’s seats.
Eddie Riveira, owner of Absolute
Mobility Center in Woodinville, Wash.,
has completed several conversions that
included docking devices for drivers or
passengers who use manual wheelchairs.
Since many power wheelchairs are already equipped with headrests, when it
comes to manual chairs, he recommends
the addition of a power retractable headrest that will deploy from the vehicle to
prevent whiplash injuries in the event of
a collision from the rear. J.R. Harding, a
quad from Tallahassee, Fla., uses one of
these retracting headrests even though
he is a power chair user. The headrest has
built-in switches to operate turn signals
and other features when he moves his
head, which keeps both hands free for
driving his van.
For passengers who have someone to
tie down their wheelchairs, several companies make straps that provide similar
security. There is a potential weak link
when it comes to sitting in a mobility device during vehicle travel, however: the
wheelchair itself.

THE MISSING SAFETY LINK

Dolores Carron, Newington, Conn.,
wants more people to become aware of
what she has discovered about the safety
of using a wheelchair as a vehicle seat. She
uses a power chair due to primary lateral
sclerosis. Because of some trouble she
has experienced, she learned that, unlike
for wheelchairs, neither IIHS or NHTSA
does testing or maintains data about the
safety of those who ride in wheelchairs
while traveling.
The problem she is dealing with arose
because her Medicare-designated vendor
for the region had advised her that she
was going to receive a replacement wheelNOVEMBER 2015
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chair of a certain brand. She was measured to assure that the new chair would
fit, and the purchase was also approved
by a therapist and Medicare. When it was
delivered months later, the chair’s power
base was what she had ordered, but the
seating portion of the wheelchair was
from a different manufacturer.
Carron’s concerns on this subject were
initiated by a warning that accompanied
her new wheelchair, advising that it should
not be used as a seat in a motor vehicle:
“WARNING!! This wheelchair seating
system in combination with the wheelchair base has NOT been crash tested and
may NOT be used as a vehicle seat! Your
(brand name here) Power Positioning System (in combination with the OEM wheelchair power base) has not been tested to
the requirements of ISO 7176-19:2001 or
ANSI/RESNA WC-19 and may not under
any circumstances be used as a vehicle seat
or to transport the user in a vehicle. Using
a wheelchair that does not fulfill these criteria as a vehicle seat can lead to the most

no action. The vendor did eventually offer to reimburse her for the amount he
received for the wheelchair, but advised
that he would not sell her another one to
replace it even though the seating system
had been switched without the customer’s
knowledge. That series of frustrations led
her to seek out the organization that was
mentioned in the warning regarding her
wheelchair. She learned that standards do
exist for testing of wheelchairs in simulated crashes, similar to the impact studies
being performed on motor vehicles.

WHEELCHAIR SAFETY
TESTING VOLUNTARY,
NOT REQUIRED

Unfortunately, unlike the NHTSA requirement for vehicle testing, there is no
requirement for wheelchair manufacturers to submit their products for crash
testing. Instead, the Rehabilitation Engineering and Assistive Technology Society of North America has established a
set of voluntary safety
standards,
known
as WC18, WC19 and
WC20. These standards set design and
performance requirements for wheelchairs
that are occupied by
users traveling in motor vehicles, as well
as for tiedown and
restraint systems and
seating systems.
Wheelchairs that
All-Terrain Conversions
meet the WC19 stanfeatures a docking station on
dard are equipped
the lift itself to allow users to
with four specific atsecurely drive pickups like this one.
tachment points for
the use of a strap-type
tie-down system. The
severe injuries and even death in the event wheelchair must also have a pelvic safety
of a traffic accident.”
belt that is capable of being connected to
Carron was understandably concerned. a vehicle-anchored shoulder belt. That
“Until I received this wheelchair with the results in a secure connection between
warning label, I had no idea that there was the vehicle and the passenger, as well as
testing available,” she says, “or that I might the mobility device. They are tested with
be at risk anytime I used it in a motor ve- crash test dummies strapped into the
hicle.” Since this was a mobility device she seat.
intended to use every day, there was no way
The University of Michigan’s Transthat she would be able to leave it at home portation Research Institute was the
designated rehabilitation engineering rewhenever she traveled in her van.
Her appeal to Medicare for their help search center on wheelchair transportain correcting this problem resulted in tion safety for 10 years, and is now funded
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only because of the warning that she received with the chair. It is also unusable
because the Medicare-designated vendor
equipped it with leg rests that are too long
to clear the ground, so it cannot move.

RESOURCES

Wheelchair testing dummies
await their ultimate calling.

by other sources. That institute has the
task of performance testing wheelchairs
and securement systems. Miriam Manary
is the senior engineering research associate at UMTRI, where she has worked since
1988. While she has seen many improvements during that time, she feels that the
“head in the sand” approach to the issue
of passengers seated in wheelchairs needs
to end. “Wheelchair users are going to
use their mobility devices for all aspects
of their lives,” she says, “and travel in a
motor vehicle is an important part of that.
They need to travel for shopping, visiting
friends and relatives, attending school,
commuting to work or for medical appointments. Assuming that they will not
do that travel is unrealistic.”
Convincing funding agencies and insurers to provide consumers with mobility devices that are sturdy enough for everyday tasks, including travel outside the
home, certainly seems like a great place
to start. Manary says she is only aware of
one agency that has required the purchase
of equipment that met the WC19 standard in the awarding of a bulk purchasing contract. “Veterans Affairs tried that
several years ago,” she says, “but as far as I
know, they only tried that one time.”
As someone who has been involved
in the field of testing wheelchairs and
securement devices for many years, Manary feels there are other steps that can
be taken to assure that wheelchairs are
safe. “Prescribers, clinicians and consumers should expect that a wheelchair
will be used as a seat in a vehicle,” she
states, “and [they] should let manufac-

turers know that they’re wanted for that
purpose. This is important, particularly
for children, and the requirement to provide equipment that meets the WC19
standard should become part of individual education plans.”
The status of Carron’s replacement
wheelchair remains unchanged. It sits
in her house, unused, but that is not

• Absolute Mobility Center, 800/3768267; www.absolutemobilitycenter.com
• All-Terrain Conversions, 855/3243085; atconversions.com
• Electronic Mobility Controls, 207/5128009; www.emc-digi.com/explore.cfm/
powerheadrests
• EZ Lock, 888/952-5625; www.ezlock.net
• Lists of crash-tested products, 734/9361108; wc-transportation-safety.umtri.
umich.edu/crash-tested-product-lists
• Mobility SVM, 877/658-1512; www.
mobilitysvm.com
• Q’Straint, 800/987-9987; www.qstraint.
com/en_na/products/docking-systems
• Ryno Mobility, 800/799-4806; www.
RynoMobility.com
• University of Michigan Transportation
Research Institute, 734/936-1108; wctransportation-safety.umtri.umich.edu
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AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS & SERVICES
AMERIVAN
The Amerivan is built to last, just like our legendary bus
products. In fact, we’re the only lowered-floor minivan you can
buy with an all stainless steel floor standard on all Chrysler,
Dodge and Toyota models. Our sturdy aluminum power
fold-out ramp features a dependable motor drive for effortless,
push-button operation
Available from ElDorado Mobility, 866/392-6300 or
www.eldoradomobility.com

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE VAN RENTALS
Mobility Travel Rentals is your source for wheelchair ac-cessible
van rentals in the Chicago Area. Enjoy the freedom to
comfortably transport your friend or family member to appointments, functions and attractions. You can pick up a van at one of
our locations or we can deliver the van to you.
Available from Mobility Travel Rentals, 773/350-2284 or
www.mobilitytravelrentals.com

Drive everywhere with
both hands on the wheel!

Digital Accelerator Ring
and main left hand brake

- Lifetime warranty.
- Free at home
pick-up and
delivery and
free at home
service

www.kempf-usa.com - Call: 1-888-4-KEMPF-US (453-6738) for a free DVD and free brochure.
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DARIOS is VA
accepted.

AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS & SERVICES

MV-1
The MV-1 is the first and only vehicle built from the ground
up for wheelchair accessibility. Every aspect of this purposebuilt vehicle has been engineered for people with mobility
challenges. Features like the extra-wide passenger door, an
integrated in-floor ramp and a floor-to-ceiling height of nearly
five feet make the MV-1 unlike any vehicle available on the
market today.
Available from Mobility Ventures, 877/681-3678 or mv-1.us

WHEELCHAIR VANS
Since 1997, MobilityWorks has been helping to provide greater
independence to thousands of people. From coast to coast, we
evaluate and custom fit our clients with the best solutions including: wheelchair vans, scooter lifts, hand controls and the latest in
adaptive technology.
Available from MobilityWorks, 866/711-5071 or
www.mobilityworks.com

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE VEHICLES
The National Mobility Equipment Dealers Association through
the Quality Assurance Program, supports and validates providing safe, reliable wheelchair accessible vehicles and modifications to enhance accessibility for people with disabilities.
NMEDA members include mobility equipment manufacturers,
QAP accredited dealers, driver rehabilitation specialists and
other professionals dedicated to improving lives.
Available from National Mobility Equipment Dealers Association
(NMEDA), 866/948-8341 or www.nmeda.com

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE RV
North American RV is a custom builder of wheelchair accessible
RVs. We start from the ground up in designing an RV to fit your
specific needs in Travel Trailers, Fifth Wheels and Park Trailers.
We offer accessible features including wheelchair lifts, wider
entrance and interior passage doors, three flush floor roll-in
showers, and roll-under bath vanities.
Available from North American Wheelchair Accessible RV,
574/524-5262 or www.narvct.com
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AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS & SERVICES

ACCESSIBLE VANS
For nearly four decades Rollx Vans has been the nation’s premier manufacturer of accessible mini, full-size, and
previously owned vans. Rollx Vans is a direct manufacturer with
an inventory of over 200 vans in stock. Check out
www.RollxVans.com to find out the latest inventory, pricing,
and rebates or call 800-956-6668.
Available from Rollx Vans, 800/956-6669 or
www.RollxVans.com

VANS AND CONVERSIONS
FOR THE DISABLED
We make comfortable traveling a reality. We specialize in
customizing new or existing vehicles to your exact specifications. Lifts, private restrooms and beds are just a new of the
features we can install. Over 35 years experience. Call for free,
no obligation consultation to discuss your specific needs.
Available from Specialty Transportation and Service.,
215/679-8943 or www.bernhardbus.com

TOYOTA MOBILITY
Toyota Mobility is a program designed to address the
transportation needs of people who have a disability or who
have a family member with a mobility impairment. Toyota
provides factory-installed, as well as other, adaptive equipment
solutions that support the mobility needs of Toyota owners.
Available from Toyota, 800/331-4331 or
http://toyotamobility.com

VMI NUMBER ONE IN-FLOOR RAMP
VMI wheelchair accessible minivans represent a new era in quality and innovation for mobility vehicles. The VMI Northstar has
been the number one selling in-floor ramp system for more than
20 years. Its industry-leading ease of use, reliability, simplicity
and convenience is why 90 percent percent of users prefer our
in-floor ramp to a fold-out version.
Available from VMI (Vantage Mobility International),
855/864-8267 or vmivans.com
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5

Powerful Reasons

to get your Catheters from Comfort Medical

 Gentle Products
 Discreet Home Delivery
 FREE Shipping
 No Up-Front Costs
100% Satisfaction
Guarantee!

Q: How do I prevent

Urinary Tract Infections?

A: Stop Reusing Catheters!

Great News! Medicare and most

private insurances cover up to 200 sterile,
intermittent catheters per month.
Medicare, the VA, and the FDA are in agreement:
catheters are single-use devices that should
NOT be washed and reused. In fact, washing and
reusing your catheter will drastically increase the
risk of Urinary Tract Infections (UTIs).

Call today!
1-800-721-7614
www.comfortmedical.com

FREE Comfort Kit with your first order!

America’s Choice for Catheters

The Para Ladder ®
A Stairway to Independence

The Para Ladder provides safe floor transfers
for wheelchair users. Able-bodied users can go
from the floor to standing postition.
Minimize Staff Workers’ Comp claims and
insurance cost from lower back injuries resulting
from lifting patients

We Care Designs

VA Approved • www.paraladder.com
877-288-4988 • U.S. & Foreign Patented

KEY W
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BIG PINE KEY & THE LOWER KEYS
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The Florida Keys has been a source of inspiration for more than a century. You’ll find
original art and music, the world’s freshest seafood, and a friendly, open-minded
attitude. And since the charm and character of The Keys is accessible to just
about everyone, there’s really no limit to what you can do here.
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fla-keys.com/accessibility 1.800.fla.keys
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Have experiences that will touch you forever.

DISABILITY SERVICES
We need programs and organizations to make so many activities possible.
Here you will find tools to facilitate travel, independent living, staying empowered
and making the most of your life.

ABILITIES EXPO
In seven cities nationwide, Abilities Expo offers three days of
access to the latest technologies, products and services for ALL
disabilities, informative workshops on issues that most resonate
with the community and fun activities like adaptive sports,
dance, assistive animal demos and more.
It’s a celebration of what you CAN do!
Available from Abilities Expo, 310/450-8831 or
www.AbilitiesExpo.com

VETSFIRST
VetsFirst provides advocacy before Congress, the
Administration, and the courts. VetsFirst has a nationwide
network of service officers who have been assisting veterans
with disabilities, their families and survivors for over 60 years
in receiving needed financial and health benefits from the
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.
a program of United Spinal Association

Available from VetsFirst, 718/803-3782 or
www.vetsfirst.org

THE MIAMI PROJECT TO CURE PARALYSIS
The Miami Project to Cure Paralysis is a research Center of Excellence
at the University of Miami School of Medicine. We have many clinical
research studies for people living with spinal cord injury to participate in,
including studies about pain, spasticity, exercise, mobility training, hand
function, diet, aging, and male fertility.
Available from The Miami Project to Cure Paralysis, 305/243-7108;
www.themiamiproject.org
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DISABILITY SERVICES

SHRINERS HOSPITAL
Shriners Hospitals for Children - Chicago is dedicated to improving the lives of children by providing pediatric specialty
care, innovative research, and teaching programs for medical
professionals. Children with orthopaedic conditions, spinal cord
injuries, and cleft lip and palate receive care in a family-centered
environment, regardless of ability to pay.
Available from Shriners Hospital for Children, 773/385-5437 or
www.shrinershospitalsforchildren.org/chicago

SPINAL CORD INJURY RESOURCE CENTER
Our mission is to improve the quality of life of all people living
with spinal cord injuries and disorders (SCI/D). We provide activelifestyle information, peer support and advocacy that empower
individuals to achieve their highest potential in all facets of life.
Available from Spinal Cord Injury Resource Center,
800/962-9629 or www.spinalcord.org

THE FLORIDA KEYS & KEY WEST
The Florida Keys has been a source of inspiration for more than
a century. You’ll find original art and music, the world’s freshest
seafood, and a friendly, open-minded attitude. And since the
charm and character of the Keys is accessible to just about everyone, there’s really no limit to what you can do here.
Available from Come As You Are, 800/352-5397 or
fla-keys.com

New Mobility (USPS 1086-4741) is published by United Spinal Association, 120-34 Queens Boulevard, Suite 320, Kew Gardens, NY 11415. Number
of issues published annually: 12. The General business offices of the Publisher are located at United Spinal Association, 120-34 Queens Boulevard,
Suite 320, Kew Gardens, NY 11415. Annual subscription price is $27.95. The names and addresses of the Editor and Managing Editor are: Tim Gilmer,
Editor; Josie Byzek, Managing Editor: United Spinal Association, 120-34 Queens Boulevard, Suite 320, Kew Gardens, NY 11415. Extent and Nature of
Circulation: “Average” figures denote the average number of copies printed each issue during preceding 12 months. “Actual” figures denote the number
of copies of the single issue published nearest to filing date. Total number of copies printed: average 29,439; actual 30,477. Total paid and/or requested
distribution: average 15,935; actual 15,986. Total non-requested distribution: average 13,504; actual 14,491. Total distribution: average 29,439; actual
30,477. Copies not distributed: average 0; actual 0.
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NO BARRIERS
SUMMIT
B Y

C O R Y

L E E

“Are you sure you want to do
this?”That’s what I was asked
while being strapped into a harness to go adaptive rock climbing
up a rigid and extremely steep
mountain. No, I wasn’t sure. But
as I sat there getting strapped
into this harness, I remembered
the No Barriers Summit motto:
“What’s within you is stronger
than what’s in your way.” After
all, I came to No Barriers to challenge myself and this wasn’t an
opportunity that comes about
every day. Suddenly, I was
reinvigorated and ready to
take on the mountain.
“Yes, let’s do this!”

I

attended the No Barriers Summit in
Park City, Utah, in July, to discover
what it’s all about. I’m a big risk taker,
which ends up not being the best idea
all the time, but I had full faith that this
would be a weekend to remember.
For those unfamiliar with the annual four-day conference, the mission of
No Barriers Summit is to “unleash the
potential of the human spirit” through
transformative experiences and inspiration. The conference brings together scientists, inventors, academics and people
of all backgrounds and abilities to create a truly diverse network of attendees.
Events range from adaptive sports workshops like rock climbing to a concert
by the Grammy-award-winning Blind
Boys of Alabama. This mix of activities

Nestled in the
breathtaking
Rocky Mountains,
the 2015 No Barriers Summit took
over Park City,
Utah, and the surrounding area to
offer a plethora of
events, including
boating (above),
ropes courses
(left), speakers and
networking.

fostered joy among conference attendees while allowing us to stretch both our
bodies and our minds.
Each year, the Summit and No Barriers University, which takes place every
evening, brings in an impressive roster
of speakers. One of the closing speakers, and perhaps my favorite of the entire
Summit, was Cara Elizabeth Yar Khan.
Born in India and raised in Canada, Yar
Khan, 43, wowed me with her personal
and professional achievements in the
face of a rare progressive muscle-wasting
genetic disease known as hereditary inclusion body myopathy. There are less
than 1,000 known cases in the world. In
her speech, Yar Khan mentioned always
having big dreams and plans for her life.
When she was diagnosed at the age of 30,

the doctor told her to basically go back
home and just ride out her remaining
time. Yar Khan did the exact opposite of
what the doctor said and moved abroad.
She has traveled around the world, and in
her past role as a child protection specialist with UNICEF, she used the challenges
of her disease as a source of inspiration
to fuel her work of helping people all
around the globe.
The Summit was not just about inspiring people and achieving personal
growth, but also dealt with helping people around the world. One of the conference’s core tenets is that our world should
not be defined by limits. Whether it is
technology pushing the limits of biology
and physics or raw human spirit pushing
past the limits thrust upon us by others
NOVEMBER 2015
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or ourselves, No Barriers schools you in
living life to the fullest.

A WIDE VARIETY TO
CHOOSE FROM

There were 850 attendees, a film festival, community yoga, a slew of scientific presentations and about 50 adaptive
workshops, including art clinics on topics from writing to painting to music. I
chose to go the more adventurous route
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on real Alpine rock. The mountains were
breathtaking, but I’ll admit that thoughts
of going up the rock started to terrify
me when I realized how huge they were.
The professionals at the summit calmed
my nerves and assured me that climbing
would not only be possible for me, but
safe as well.
There were all kinds of harnesses. I used
one that was basically like a seat. It had a
padded cushion and full back support, just
like being in a chair. I don’t have a lot of upper body strength due to SMA, so pulling
myself up the mountain wasn’t easy, but I
did make it a few feet up with the help of
the staff. That may not seem far, but it was
awesome to see that it was possible and
how much adaptive equipment there is.
“This activity required extensive problem solving and teamwork. We made it
work and figured out how I can climb
further next time,” says Daman Wandke,
26, a fellow rock climbing participant from
Bellingham, Wash., who has cerebral palsy. It seems like almost anything would be
possible with today’s technology. I learned
with this clinic that even the toughest activities are possible with enough determi-
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Climbing up the rock face wasn’t easy, but the
breathtaking views and the sense of accomplishment made it incredibly rewarding.

nation and a little help from others.
Yar Khan said that rock climbing was
one of her favorite activities also, in addition to kayaking and scuba diving. She
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was impressed with the creativity of the
available adaptations: “When I was about
20 feet high, they tied a rope from my foot
to the harness so that I could pull my foot
up when my legs were too tired.” Like
me, she recognizes it’s not about whether
we made it to the top of the mountain
or just a few feet off the ground. “It was
not about how high I climbed or fast I
paddled or how long I was under water,
but rather the triumph of trying and succeeding to the best of my ability.”
After my rock climbing adventure, I
headed over to Jordanelle State Park and
had a relaxing boat ride. I boarded a docklevel entry, wheelchair accessible 35-foot
pontoon boat and off we went for the
next few hours. Jordanelle was absolutely
beautiful, and the weather was perfectly
sunny. I even managed to get a pretty bad
sunburn, despite using sunscreen. We
caught about three fish while out on the
water, including trout. I ate some Utah
trout later that night at one of Park City’s
best new restaurants, Fletcher’s. Maybe I
was just craving trout from being around
it earlier in the day, but this was seriously
the most delicious fish I have ever eaten.

MORE THAN SPORTS

While each and every aspect of the Summit was informative, there were specific
clinics that fell under the heading of
educational. Jack Kavanagh, 21, a first
time attendee who traveled all the way
from Ireland for the Summit, said one of
his favorite clinics was the Post Summit
Action Plan workshop. The workshop
provided practices and tools to help attendees develop goals and awareness of
fears and limitations by using a concrete
action plan focused on staying grounded. “In this clinic we discussed making
a plan to implement some of the things
that we learned at the Summit in our lives
at home,” says Kavanagh, a quad. “This
really allowed me to get a perspective
on my experiences and come home with
something very different in mind.”
Sometimes when you attend conferences, you feel yourself changed, but your
new awareness slips away when you return
to “real life.” This workshop was an antidote to that — it was instrumental in making sure that everything you learned stuck
with you and continued to change you.
Another clinic that Kavanagh at-

tended was Adaptive Mountain Handcycling. “I was really looking forward to
handcycling and it didn’t fail to impress
me. There was a huge range of bikes …
and after trying three different setups,
we got something that really worked for
me,” he says. Within just a few minutes,
the staff could quickly rig something up
that worked easily, whether the participant was paralyzed or an amputee. The
staff was always more than accommodating and was determined to get everyone
in on the action of adaptive sports.
All in all, No Barriers made me realize that in many ways, with the help of
technology, innovation, and my own constructive mindset, I can smash through
what I had perceived (and what society
had taught me to perceive) as insurmountable barriers. I made countless new
friends and acquaintances, and I know
this won’t be my last time rock climbing
or taking risks with a number of other activities. I am already eagerly awaiting the
2016 No Barriers Summit, which will be
held in Colorado. Will I see you there?
To register or learn more, go to www.
nobarrierssummit.org.

GREAT FOR:

• Overactive legs that move during sleep.
• People who spend all night in one position and
risk bed sores.
• People who have trouble reaching their legs
while laying down.
• Someone who wants an easier transition
back to sleep when waking to reposition.

Frog Legs are lightweight and durable,
allowing users to reposition their legs when they
spasm or become uncomfortable.
Frog Legs can be used with ease while
lying down, eliminating the need to sit up or
thrash around in order to roll over.
Frog Legs are eﬀective for anyone with
limited lower body or leg mobility.
Frog Legs can give people with impaired use of
their hands the chance to be more
independent.

To order visit: www.froglegmobility.com
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Serving the Community
Since 1979

Explore new products,
experience the fun!
Leading-Edge Products
State-of-the-Art Tech
Assistance Animals
Adaptive Sports
Inclusive Dance
Vital Services
Fun for the Kids
Essentials for Seniors
Info-packed Workshops

FREE
ADMISSION

Register online for priority access

DC Metro • Dec. 4-6, 2015
Dulles Expo Center

Chicago • June 24-26, 2016
Schaumburg
6 6 N E Convention
W M O B I L Center
ITY

Los Angeles • Feb. 5-7, 2016
Los Angeles Convention Center

Houston • Aug. 5-7, 2016
NRG Center

New York Metro • Apr. 29-May 1, 2016
New Jersey Convention & Expo Center

Boston • Sept. 16-18, 2016

Boston Convention/Exhibition Center

Bay Area • Nov. 18-20, 2016
San Jose McEnery Conv. Center

DISABILITY MEDIA
Culturally we have more ways than ever to stay connected through communication
and information. Screenhead Nation is abuzz with the latest news and
entertainment. But it begins and ends with print.

EAT WELL, LIVE WELL WITH SCI
Eat Well, Live Well with SCI and Other Neurological Conditions
is a practical guide to help individuals with spinal cord injuries
address secondary health complications in SCI through
nutrition. It is written by two nutritionists with personal experience with SCI. For sample chapters go to
www.eatwelllivewellwithsci.com.
Available from Eat Well, Live Well With SCI,
www.eatwelllivewellwithsci.com

DISABILITY PRODUCT POSTCARDS
Sign up to receive Disability Product Postcards for FREE. This
postcard pack includes information on products and services
you might not find at your local dealer or pharmacy. So if you
see something you like, you just fill out the card and mail directly
back to the advertiser. They will be in touch. It’s that easy.
Available from United Spinal Association, 800/404-2898

BECOMING BULLETPROOF
Becoming Bulletproof, which documents the making of an
original Western by the same name, features actors with and
without disabilities who meet every year at Zeno Mountain
Farm to write, produce, and star in original short films. Becoming Bulletproof has won 16 awards, including two from the
Moondance Film Festival.
Available from select theaters and community centers.
To host a screening for your organization, go to
www.becomingbulletproofmovie.com.
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Real People,
Real Lives,
Real Progress
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Sponsored by New Mobility MagaziNe
and PhotoAbility.net Stock Images

We are looking to break the mold and discover the best inclusive photos that will change
the way the public, advertisers, magazine editors and business owners see disability.
Your images can help eliminate social, structural and professional barriers!

Images should depict real people with disabilities of all ages in the following categories:
1. Lifestyle activities (dinner with friends, gardening, working, parenting, or enjoying a hobby)
2. Travel
3. Creative (unusual places, stylized, creative use of wheelchair parts, reflections, shadows, etc.)
4. Sports
5. Business/education
6. Portraits
The contest will run for 4 months, from September 1 to December 31, 2015. We’ll announce monthly
winners online and award the Grand Prize in the February 2016 issue of New Mobility.
•
•
•
•
•

Monthly winners will each receive a $100 cash prize
Finalists and winners will be published on Photoability.net (you’ll receive royalties for images sold)
Finalists and winners will be featured in a special gallery on Photoability.net
Winning images will be published in New Mobility
Grand Prize winner will receive a $500 cash prize and a write-up in New Mobility that includes the Grand Prize image

life beyond wheels

Photos must be taken with a camera that is at least 8 megapixels and may include iPhones and other mobile. All people featured in
the images must be willing participants in the competition and sign a model release. You may enter as many photos as you wish.
See all terms and conditions and register for contest and upload images at photoability.net/disability-inclusive-photo-contest.html

THE INSPECTORS:
BRIGHT LIGHT IN A DIM WORLD
B Y

A L L E N

R U C K E R

I

n the new television fall season, is there
a new Breaking Bad with a supporting character with cerebral palsy, or a
new Glee with an ensemble member in
a wheelchair? Where’s the new House, a
show built entirely around a lead character with a disability? After years on the
margins of primetime TV, is this the season where people with disabilities finally
become a forceful presence?
As they say in the Chicago Cubs locker room: Wait until next year.
This fall’s TV schedule, with one exception, is pathetically devoid of any new
showcase for characters with disabilities.
According to Gail Williamson of Kazarian/Measures/Ruskin and Associates
Talent Agency, the most prominent and
successful agent for actors with disabilities in Hollywood, “it is slim pickings for
actors with disabilities this year. There is
a recurring character here and there and
a fair number of guest spots, but nothing
to write home about.”
Williamson attributes this dearth of
opportunity to two factors. One, “characters with disabilities are pretty much
the last of the marginalized minor-

The Inspectors is a new CBS show about a 19year-old wheelchair user who works with his
mom to solve crimes committed against the
postal service.

ity groups coming to the ‘entertainment
table’ because we have so few like them
in the executive offices.” Two, even when
such a role is written, actors with disabilities are still left out in the cold. “In 2015,
you really can’t fake black or Hispanic

or Asian, say, but because you can fake
someone with a disability, there’s an easy
and insidious way to do so, i.e., “We tried
to cast a disabled performer but simply
had to go with a nondisabled actor who
was perfect for the part.”
It does seem — in a completely unscientific assessment — that there is more
exposure for actors with disabilities
these days in TV commercials. Williamson notes that Target has a kid in a chair
in its current Back to School campaign
and Lowe’s features a person in a chair
in more than one spot. One particularly
moving Wells Fargo ad now running
features a same-sex couple learning sign
language before adopting a deaf child.
The thing about well-made commercials
is that they stick in the mind. Remember
the recent spot featuring a wheelchair
basketball game where only one player
was an actual wheelchair user?

NEW KID ON THE BLOCK:
THE INSPECTORS

If that was all that was happening, this
article would be over. But, then, like a
shooting star in the sky, up on the raNOVEMBER 2015
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dar screen pops The Inspectors from the
outer reaches of the television universe.
It’s not on ABC or HBO primetime. It’s
on CBS on Saturday morning, the land of
kids’ TV, part of the “CBS Dream Team”
line-up featuring family-friendly shows
targeted at 13 to 16-year-olds and full
of valuable life lessons. This is the result
of an FCC mandate from 1991 called
the Children’s Television Act. No more
Strawberry Shortcake or My Little Pony,
basically cartoon-length commercials for
dolls and toys. This is stuff, God forbid,
that is good for kids.
Created and produced by Dave Morgan, a prolific purveyor of quality, Emmywinning children’s programming like
Jack Hanna’s Wild Countdown and Lucky
Dog, The Inspectors is a scripted, live-action half-hour series about a 19-year-old
wheelchair-using kid who works with his
mom to solve crimes committed against
the postal service. Remember when your
grandmother paid some shyster $500 after
being told she’d won a sweepstakes prize
of an all-expense paid cruise to Puerto
Vallarta? Or that mail offer your not-toobright brother-in-law got that convinced

“I WANTED A CHARACTER I
HAD NEVER SEEN, ONE WHO
COULD REPRESENT THE ABILITIES OF SOMEONE THE WORLD
SAID HAD DISABILITIES.”
him he could get a brand new Toyota for
only $39.95? That’s a postal crime, dealt
with by the U.S. Postal Inspection Service. The show is what is known in the TV
business as a “procedural,” the solving of a
crime from onset to arrest. In primetime,
it’s a major trope. On Saturday morning,
at least with The Inspectors, it’s primetime
in a different daypart.
Morgan and company work out of
Charleston, S.C., far from the sins, and expenses, of Hollywood. This allows them a
perspective, Morgan says, that is closer to
the audience. “I have the mentality of a local broadcaster,” he says, “where part of the
job description is that you care about the
community.” The idea for the show came
from Morgan’s own experience being
around people with disabilities, as well as
producing PSAs involving disability-creating events like texting and driving.

Preston, the teenager in the chair, in
fact becomes paralyzed one day while
his dad, also a postal inspector, is driving
and texting and loses control of the car.
His father is killed and Preston becomes
a low-level para. The actor playing Preston, Bret Green, is not disabled, an all too
common crime against actors with disabilities and an immediate red flag for
anyone who cares. According to Morgan,
a nondisabled actor was needed to allow
for multiple flashbacks in the pre-accident life of Preston. “Flashbacks,” he says,
“allow us to have the kid learn from his
deceased father about how to crack tough
cases (with the subtext of ‘kids, listen to
your parents’).” It also allows the character, and the audience, to see him both
before and after his accident.
“I looked at the television landscape,”
says Morgan, “and decided I wanted a
character I had never seen, one who could
represent the abilities of someone the world
said had disabilities ... an opportunity for
me to represent a community of people
that I meet every day who do more before
9 a.m. than I do in a month.” Hopefully, he
says, the audience will see this character in

DISABILITY MEDIA
ENDLESS ABILITIES
The Endless Abilities documentary follows four friends, including a wheelchair user, traveling the country to explore the
adaptive sports scene. They went rock climbing with the blind,
played soccer with quads and discovered that sports is the
great equalizer, unifying people with all abilities on a level
playing field.
Available on DVD, Bluray or as a digital download at
endlessabilities.org.

INVITATION TO DANCE
Invitation to Dance is an eye-opening insider’s account of disability in 21st
century America. Simi Linton’s story forms the narrative backbone of the documentary. The film traces both her personal growth as a disabled woman, and the
larger historically significant developments around her over the past 40 years.
Available for purchase with public performance rights as well as for screenings at
invitationtodancedoc.com.
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a completely different way and say, “I don’t
see this on television. Ever.”
Parenthetically, he notes, “I have
never felt an ounce of depression around
those with disabilities. I have felt an
ounce of inspiration. Then I learned that
I shouldn’t say that!”

CONSULTING HELP FROM
AN SCI PRO

All this is well and good: A go-getter kid
in a chair who is out there — like the famous fictional quad sleuth Lincoln Rhyme
— outwitting the bad guys. What gives
the show its authenticity, and much of its
depth, are the people surrounding Preston. One is his off-screen instructor in
Wheelchair 101, Alex Jackson, 28, a C5-6
complete quad from a car crash as an infant. A recent graduate in communications from College of Charleston, Jackson
is a local activist who writes his own blog,
Tuesday Talk With Alex. The show found
him through Dr. James Krause, director of
the Center for Rehabilitation Research in
Neurological Conditions at Medical University of South Carolina.
As Morgan cohort Sara Krajewski says, “Alex wears a lot of hats” on
set. He doesn’t just advise Preston on
how to make a proper transfer or position his body in a chair. He guides the
production crew in things like ramp
design and what the room of a 19-yearold wheelchair user would look like.

He focuses on the smallest of details.
“I helped the actor with scenes to look as
natural as possible,” he says. “Originally,
for instance, the producers wanted Preston to be holding papers as someone else
pushed him. I told them to have the person walking next to him hold up the papers and talk about them as the character
pushed himself.”
“Other examples,” he continues, “include a cutting board for carrying plates
on his lap or wearing gloves to protect

his hands while pushing his chair.” The
details tell the tale. He also rounded up
some real wheelchair racers from Atlanta and elsewhere who showed Preston
the ropes of wheelchair competition and
appeared alongside him in the episode
centered on racing.
Both Jackson and Morgan attest to
the effort that Green made to accurately
portray a wheelchair user. According to
Morgan, “Bret spent weeks experiencing
daily routines using the chair.” He even

Eliminate leg bag hassles
with the touch of a button.
The only leg bag that empties itself ...
and tells you when it’s time.
• Unique integrated level sensor and pump
• More control and independence
• No more leaks or backﬂows
• Reduces UTI risk by encouraging
proper hydration1,2
• Simple to use and discreet

NEW!
For self payers
and Medicare
covered*

To learn more or ﬁnd a dealer,
visit www.MelioLegBag.com

*Subject to co-pay and deductable requirements.
1. National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (2012) Prevention and control of healthcare-associated infections
in primary and community care.
2. Hooton, T.M. et al. (2010) Diagnosis, Prevention, and Treatment of Catheter-Associated Urinary Tract Infection in
Adults: 2009 International Clinical Practice Guidelines from the Infectious Diseases Society of America Clinical
Infectious Diseases 50 625 – 663.

Alex Jackson, a local C5-6 quad, consults with
Bret Green, the lead actor of The Inspectors,
about how to play a wheelchair user.

Find a Dealer at www.MelioLegBag.com
Melio is a trademark of Albert Medical Systems ©2014 Albert Medical Devices E1012 Rev B 07/15
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stayed in the chair between takes. Jackson did see a few flaws
— “his trunk moved around more that the average person with
SCI.” Alex is a tough grader.

GREG GADSON: THE REAL THING

Along with Jackson, the on-screen co-star who best demonstrates the show’s commitment to getting it right is a doubleamp named Greg Gadson. Gadson is a legendary black Army
colonel, now retired, who served as an artillery officer in every
war operation from the first Gulf War through the NATO force
in Bosnia to Afghanistan and back to the protracted Iraq War.
He lost both legs when his armored vehicle hit a roadside bomb
in Baghdad and has a chest full of medals attesting to his courage and leadership.
Quick story: Gadson was the co-captain of the Army football team at West Point. In 2007, well after his accident, a
West Point classmate and then a member of the coaching staff
of the New York Giants, Mike Sullivan, invited him to hang

Purple Heart awardee Greg Gadson, a double amputee, plays David
Cole, the PT instructor and life mentor for the lead character.

out with the team on game day. After a rousing locker room
speech from Gadson, the Giants won that day, then went on
a 10-game winning streak, ending with their victory in Super
Bowl XLII. Gadson was in the clubhouse and on the sidelines

THE COMMUTE
This short film from the 6th annual ReelAbilities NY Disabilities Film Festival,
directed by Jake Alexander-McAfee and starring George Gallego, highlights a
four-minute arduous journey taken by a wheelchair user who tries to get home
using New York City’s public transportation.
Available as a free download at this Vimeo site: vimeo.com/109966802

I’M DISABLED … NOW WHAT
The book I’m Disabled … Now What addresses that initial roller
coaster of emotions and uncertainty experienced by the newly
disabled, but pushes beyond into territory most similar guides
ignore: housing, ramps, types of wheelchairs, and even a
blueprint for traveling. This guide is a mixture of reassurance
and practical advice.
Available at
www.disabled-world.com/disability/publications/now-what.php
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NEW MOBILITY MAGAZINE
New Mobility offers a fresh take on wheelchair lifestyle and recreation while also
examining the tough issues facing people with disabilities. The colorful monthly
magazine presents its unique mix of travel, relationships, personality, health
and advocacy with award-winning writing and design.

JUN 2014 $4

the whole time, and in recognition of his contribution, he
was given a specially designed Super Bowl ring.
Gadson’s only previous acting role was as Mike Canales,
a legless Army vet, in the 2012 global crowd pleaser, Battleship. In The Inspectors, Gadson plays David Cole, Preston’s
PT instructor and life mentor. He is the father figure the kid
needs to help him through the vicissitudes of paralysis, not to
mention the vicissitudes of adolescence. As Morgan explains,
“Even if Preston weren’t in a wheelchair, Greg would still be a
great motivator and teacher.”
“In the very first scene of the show,” Morgan explains, “we
see Greg putting Preston through the paces of a hard workout.
Greg tells him that when he woke at Walter Reed Army Hospital, legless, he started to work on finding his ‘new normal.’” That
is, in essence, Preston’s personal quest throughout the series.
The Gadson character works his way into Preston’s life and
is seen in non-rehab occasions like a family discussion about
girls or the local wheelchair race. Preston’s mother, played by
veteran actress Jessica Lundy, also gives her son sound advice.
In one episode, Preston feels weird about an attractive girl in
school. His mom tells him paralysis isn’t a weakness and that,
as Morgan paraphrases, “it has helped give you more of a life,
not less … if a girl doesn’t see those things in you, perhaps she
is not worthy of you.”
Having counseled and encouraged many returning
wounded warriors coming back from the terrors of Iraq and
Afghanistan, Gadson instinctively knows how to motivate his
fictional charge. When they hired him, he says, they told me,
“We like the character you are going to bring to the part.” In
many ways, it’s not acting at all.
“It’s working through the emotions,” Gadson says. “I
tell people that when something like this happens in your
life, you have to move through the spectrum of emotions,
as painful as that might be. You can put it on the shelf for a
while, but eventually it will rear its ugly head and you will
have to deal with it.”
Doing a show like The Inspectors for a Saturday morning
audience of 13 to 16-year-olds and their parents, all watching on the kitchen TV, is daunting. Kids are a notoriously
fickle viewing crowd and according to Morgan, this is only
the second scripted show like this that CBS has tried in this
time period since the 1991 children’s TV dictate. The first?
Saved By The Bell.
“The format,” Morgan explains, “is a procedural drama
with kid-appealing comedy added in … on one hand it has to
be a convincing story line. On the other, it has to look like an
orange juice commercial.”
What many disability activists outside the entertainment
business often don’t consider is that however a show like The
Inspectors tries to show paralysis in a truthful and positive
light, it doesn’t really matter if the show doesn’t work as entertainment. The audience, not the high-minded creators, is the
final arbiter of survival and in this case, it’s an audience of kids,
and hopefully mom and dad, too, who must be entertained by
a 19-year-old crime-solving heartthrob in a wheelchair.
That said, if The Inspectors works on Saturday morning,
what’s to stop it or a variation of it from working on Thursday
night at 8:00?
NOVEMBER 2015
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Hospital and Organizational Members
ALASKA

Mission

Providence Alaska Medical Center
Anchorage, AK 99508; 907/562-2211
ARIZONA

United Spinal Association’s
mission is to improve the
quality of life of all Americans living with spinal cord
injuries and disorders
(SCI/D). Membership in United Spinal is open to anyone
with an interest in SCI/D.
For more information on
the benefits of joining, visit
www.unitedspinal.org or call
800/404-2898.
SPINAL CORD
RESOURCE CENTER
Questions? We Have Answers!
800/962-9629
www.spinalcord.org/
resource-center

HealthSouth Rehabilitation Hospital Spinal Cord
Injury Program, Mesa, AZ; 480/567-0350

KENTUCKY

Casa Colina Centers for Rehabilitation, Pomona,
CA; 866/724-4127, ext. 3900		

Cardinal Hill Rehabilitation Hospital, Lexington,
KY; 859/254-5701

Northridge Hospital Medical Center, Center
for Rehabilitation Medicine, Northridge, CA;
818/885-8500

Frazier Rehabilitation Institute, Louisville, KY;
502/582-7490

Sharp Rehabilitation Center, San Diego, CA;
858/939-6709
COLORADO

CONGRESSIONAL
LIAISON OFFICE
Disability Policy Advocacy
Washington, DC 202/556-2076

CONNECTICUT

Touro Rehabilitation Center, New Orleans, LA;
504/897-8560

Gaylord Specialty Healthcare, Wallingford, CT;
203/284-2800

NEW MOBILITY

MASSACHUSETTS

Hospital for Special Care, New Britain, CT,
860/827-2761

Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital, Charlestown,
MA; 617/573-2770

Mount Sinai Rehabilitation Hospital
Hartford, CT; 860/714-3500

Weldon Rehabilitation Center at Mercy Medical
Center, Springfield, MA; 413/748-6840

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

MARYLAND

Medstar National Rehabilitation Hospital,
Washington, DC; 202/877-1000

Adventist Rehabilitation Hospital of Maryland,
Rockville, MD; 240/864-6132

Brooks Rehabilitation Hospital, Jacksonville, FL;
904/345-7600

GEORGIA		
Central Georgia Rehab Hospital, Macon, GA;
478/201-6500		
Emory University Hospital Center for Rehabilitation Medicine, Atlanta, GA; 404/712-7593
Shepherd Center - Southeastern Regional SCI
Model System, Atlanta, GA; 404/350-7645
HAWAII
Rehabilitation Hospital of the Pacific,
Honolulu, HI; 808/531-3511
ILLINOIS
Marianjoy Rehabilitation Hospital, Wheaton, IL;
800/462-2366		

Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago - Midwest
Regional Spinal Cord Injury Care System, Chicago,
IL; 800/354-7342		
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LOUISIANA
The Gilda Trautman Newman Rehabilitation
Center, New Orleans, LA; 504/899-9511

Memorial Medical Center, Springfield, IL;
217/788-3302		

travel easy for individuals with spinal cord disabilities

Gateway Rehabilitation Hospital
Florence, KY, 859/426-2400

Craig Hospital, Englewood, CO; 303/789-8800

Pinecrest Rehabilitation Hospital, Delray Beach,
FL; 561/498-4440

www.vetsfirst.org

KANSAS

CALIFORNIA

Fort Totten, NY:
718/352-1623
Castle Point, NY:
845/831-2000, ext. 5394
www.wheelchairmedic.com

M-F 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Rehabilitation Hospital of Indiana, Indianapolis,
IN; 317/329-2000

Mid America Rehabilitation Hospital, Overland
Park, KS; 913/491-2400

FLORIDA

Philadelphia, PA:
215/381-3037 or 800/807-0190

INDIANA

St. Joseph’s Hospital and Medical Center,
Phoenix, AZ; 602/406-3000

WHEELCHAIR MEDIC
Expert Wheelchair Repair

VETERANS SERVICE OFFICE
Veterans’ Benefits Advocacy

Schwab Rehabilitation Hospital, Chicago, IL;
773/522-2010

International Center for Spinal Cord Injury
at Kennedy Krieger Institute, Baltimore, MD;
888/554-2080
University of Maryland Rehabilitation and Orthopaedic Institute, Baltimore, MD; 410/448-2500
MICHIGAN
Mary Freebed Rehabilitation Hospital, Grand
Rapids, MI; 800/528-8989
Rehabilitation Institute of Michigan, Detroit, MI;
313/745-1055
MISSOURI
SSM Rehabilitation Hospital, Bridgeton, MO;
314/768-5200
The Rehabilitation Institute of Kansas City,
Kansas City, MO; 816/751-7812
MISSISSIPPI
Methodist Rehabilitation Center, Jackson, MS;
601/981-2611
NORTH CAROLINA
Carolinas Rehabilitation, Charlotte, NC;
704/355-3558
Cone Health Inpatient Rehabilitation Center,
Greensboro, NC; 336/832-8153

Roger C. Peace Rehabilitation Center,
Greenville, NC; 864/455-3779
UNC Acute Inpatient Rehabilitation,
Chapel Hill, NC; 919/966-4131
Vidant Medical Center, Greenville, NC;
252/975-4100
Wake Forest University Baptist Inpatient
Rehabilitation Program, Winston-Salem, NC;
336/716-2011
WakeMed Rehab Hospital, Raleigh, NC;
919/350-8861
NEBRASKA
Madonna Rehabilitation Hospital SCI Rehabilitation Program, Lincoln, NE; 402/489-7102

OREGON
Legacy Rehabilitation Institute of Oregon,
Portland, OR; 503/413-7151
PENNSYLVANIA
Allied Services Integrated Health System Spinal
Cord Injury Program, Scranton, PA; 570/348-1360

Organizational Members

Moss Rehabilitation Hospital,
Elkins Park, PA; 215/663-6000

Center of Recovery & Exercise (CORE)
Longwood, FL; 321/418-3050

Spinal Cord Program at The Children’s Institute,
Pittsburgh, PA; 412/420-2400
UPMC Rehabilitation Institute at Mercy,
Pittsburgh, PA; 800/533-8762
SOUTH CAROLINA

QLI - Spinal Cord Injury Program,
Omaha, NE; 402/573-3700

HealthSouth Rehabilitation Hospital of
Charleston, Charleston, SC; 843/820-7777

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Roper Rehabilitation Hospital,
Charleston, SC 843/724-2800

Northeast Rehabilitation Hospital Network,
Salem, NH; 603/893-9478
NEW JERSEY
Bacharach Institute for Rehabilitation,
Pomona, NJ; 609/748-5480
Kessler Institute for Rehabilitation,
West Orange, NJ; 973/252-6367
NEW MEXICO
HealthSouth Rehabilitation Hospital Spinal Cord
Injury Program, Albuquerque, NM; 505/344-9478
NEW YORK
Helen Hayes Hospital, West Haverstraw, NY;
845/786-4000
Mount Sinai Medical Center, New York, NY;
212/241-6500
Rusk Rehabilitation at NYU Langone Medical
Center, New York, NY; 212/263-6012
St. Charles Hospital Rehabilitation Center,
Port Jefferson, NY; 631/474-6011
Strong Memorial Hospital of the University of
Rochester, Rochester, NY; 585/275-2100
Sunnyview Rehabilitation Hospital, Schenectady,
NY; 518/382-4500
The Burke Rehabilitation Hospital - Spinal Cord
Injury Program, White Plains, NY; 914/597-2500
OHIO
Metrohealth Rehabilitation Institute of Ohio,
Cleveland, OH; 216/778-3483
SCI Program of the Rehabilitation Institute of
Ohio at Miami Valley Hospital, Dayton, OH;
937/208-8000
Summa Rehabilitation Hospital, Akron, OH;
330/572-7300
OKLAHOMA
Integris Jim Thorpe Rehabilitation Network,
Oklahoma City, OK; 405/951-2277

WASHINGTON
University of Washington Harborview Medical
Center: Northwest Regional Spinal Cord Injury
System, Seattle, WA; 206/221-7390		

TENNESSEE
Patricia Neal Rehabilitation Center,
Knoxville, TN; 865/541-3600
Vanderbilt Stallworth Rehabilitation Hospital,
Nashville, TN; 615/320-7600
TEXAS
HealthSouth RIOSA,
San Antonio, TX; 210/691-0737
Houston Methodist Hospital, Houston,
TX, 77030 713/394-6000
Texas Health Harris Methodist - Fort Worth,
Fort Worth, TX; 817/250-2029		
Texas Rehabilitation Hospital of Fort Worth,
Fort Worth, TX; 817/820-3400
TIRR Memorial Hermann Hospital,
Houston, TX; 713/799-5000
UT Southwestern Rehabilitation Unit, Dallas, TX,
214/493-0597
Warm Springs Rehabilitation Hospital of
San Antonio Spinal Cord Injury Program,
San Antonio, TX; 210/616-0100
UTAH
University of Utah Health Care Rehabilitation
Center, Salt Lake City, UT; 801/585-2800
VIRGINIA
Inova Rehabilitation Center at Inova Mount Vernon Hospital, Alexandria, VA; 703/664-7924
UVA - HealthSouth Rehabilitation Hospital,
Charlottesville, VA; 434/924-0211		
Virginia Commonwealth University Medical
Center, Richmond, VA; 804/828-0861
VERMONT
Fletcher Allen Rehabilitation, Colchester, VT;
802/847-6900

Florida Spinal Cord Injury Resource Center
Tampa, FL; 813/844-4711
Life Beyond Barriers Rehabilitation Group
Rockford, MI; 616/866-6859
		
Miami Physical Therapy Assoc., Inc.
Miami, FL; 305.444.0074
Neuro Fit 360
Pembroke Pines, FL; 954/252-8020
NeuroWorx
South Jordan, UT; 801/390-0760
		
Neuroxcel
North Palm Beach, FL; 866/391-6247
		
Project Walk - Atlanta
Alpharetta, GA; 770/722-4239
Project Walk - Boston
Stratham, NH, 603/583-5119
Project Walk - Houston
Missouri City, TX; 281/410-8348
Project Walk - Kansas City
Overland Park, KS; 913/451-1500
Project Walk - Orlando
Sanford, FL; 407/571-9974
Project Walk - San Francisco
Freemont, CA; 510/623-1924
Project Walk - Spinal Cord Injury
Recovery Center, Carlsbad, CA; 760/431-9789
Push to Walk
Riverdale, NJ; 862/200-5848
The Recovery Project
Livonia, MI; 855/877-1944

Interested in becoming a hospital
or organizational member? Please

				
contact Nick LiBassi at
			

718-803-3782, ext. 7410
		
		
or nlibassi@unitedspinal.org
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MARKETPLACE
Do You Have

Chronic Neuropathic
Pain
Along With Spinal Cord
Injury?
We are seeking participants in a research project to
study deep brain stimulation for relieving chronic
neuropathic pain in people with spinal cord injury.
Participants must be 22-60 years old and have had a
cervical or thoracic spinal cord injury for at least 12
months that has caused severe pain over most of the
last 6 months. The year-long study will involve surgery
and monthly clinic visits to assess pain.
For more information, please contact:

305-243-7108 or lfisher@med.miami.edu
This study is funded by the Department of Defense.
Approved by the University of Miami and the Miami VA
Institutional Review Boards, the Human Research
Protection Office of the U.S. Army. FDA#G120202;
www.clinicaltrails.gov Protocol ID #20120429.

SPINAL NETWORK
FOURTH EDITION

400 PAGES OF:
HEALTH // RELATIONSHIPS // SEX // SPORTS
TRAVEL // EMPLOYMENT // RECREATION
INDEPENDENT LIVING // INSURANCE ADVICE
CURE RESEARCH // ATTENDANT SERVICES
CIVIL RIGHTS // HUMOR

$29.95+ Free shipping*
$17.95
+ $10 s/h

To order call toll free, visit us online,
or send check or money order to:
Spinal Network
Spinal
Network

PO Box 220
Horsham,
PA 19044
120-34
Queens
Blvd,
Suite 320, Kew Gardens, NY 11415
888-850-0344, ext. 209

800.404.2898,
ext. 7260
www.newmobility.com/bookstore.cfm
www.unitedspinalstore.org/products/SN enter code NM13
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NEW

SEATING!

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Pressure relieving
Injection Molded foam
25% better than ensolite
Outlasts steel or aluminum
Multi-configurable tub/shower/toilet
Options: Carry case, flat or
commode seats, free standing
leg support
Optional leg support shown on product above

• Ab Crunch • Single-dual curls
• High bicep curl
• Single & dual tricep pulldown
• Tricep extension • Lat pulldown
NEW
• Multi-level row
EXERCISES!
• Bench & incline press
• Pec fly • Dumbell pec fly
+ MORE

VA Approved • Limited Lifetime Warranty

WWW.APEXEQ.COM • 800-851-1122

Did Your
Address
Change

?

Apex_3.5x4.875.indd 1

YOU CAN TAKE IT WITH YOU!

9/2/14 4:05 PM

Carry your phone, keys, personal
items—even your iPad®, in these easyto-access cases. No more bags in your
lap or searching for lost items!

If so, please provide
New Mobility with
your updated
information so you
will not miss
a single issue.

Full Name, Street Address,
City, State & Zip Code are
needed for both the
old & the new address.
Please allow 6-8 weeks for
this change to be processed.

The HOLSTER

Now your phone is
always at hand: Swivel
mount keeps it out of
the way, and swings out
for easy access when
you need it. Don’t miss
another call!

The CADDY

Keep your wallet,
papers—even your
iPad with you. Easy
slide-out mount
keeps it out of the
way except when
you need it.

Please mail to:

120-34 Queens Boulevard, Suite 320
Kew Gardens, NY 11415
Or submit your request electronically to:

mkurtz@unitedspinal.org or at
www.newmobility.com

Or call: 800-404-2898 x7203

Visit our web site for complete
information about our products
“light, strong, and portable”

www.nuprodx.com (855) 220-5171
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“Get out to places
you want to be!”

Freedom Chair

life beyond wheels
a publication of United Spinal Association

· Transport with ease
across rough terrain
· Doubles as Emergency Evacuation
Chair for buildings with stairs
· Get up and downstairs
· Folds flat for car trunk
· Just 23 pounds
· 6 points of lift
· Worry Free Tires
· Beach Wheels available

Crosswind Concepts
(707) 523-7535
www.crosswindconcepts.com

Ferti Care® Personal
& introducing the new
VIBERECT

VIBERECT
• Treats men with erectile dysfunction
• Treats SCI men with ejaculatory dysfunction.

JUMP START YOUR

SEX LIFE

FERTICARE PERSONAL

• The Ferticare personal treats men
with ejaclatory dysfunction and
woman with orgazmic
dysfunction/ vaginal dryness.
• FDA approved/ VA approved.
• Inexpensive alternative to fertility
clinics.
• Can also help with incontinence
thru Kegel Exercise.
(Not FDA approved for sale
inside the USA for incontinence)

Orion Medical Group, Inc.
(Full D.M.E. Pharmacy Specializing S.C.I)
Tel. 714-649-9284 / 1-888-64-ORION (67466)
Fax. 714-594-4038
info@medicalvibrator.com

www.medicalvibrator.com
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Like Us
on Facebook!
Join our growing Facebook
community to share SCI/D
resources, tips and
encouragement. You’ll
also learn about upcoming
stories and how you
can contribute your
experience to the publication!
www.facebook.com/newmobility

CLASSIFIEDS
VACATIONS

Don’t let your disability keep you from

Ocean-front condo, wheelchair

traveling comfortably. We convert new

friendly, sleeps six, pool, boardwalk to

or existing vehicles to your custom specifications. 35 years experience. Call for
free consultation Specialty Transportation
Services. 215-679.8943.
Enhance your clothing choices!
suitsonwheels.biz
RT-300 FES BIKE - $9,000 manuals&
cables- 337-292-5255 - busdown2002@
yahoo.com
USA Jeans makes pants designed for sitting. Call Darlene at 800-935-5170 or visit
www.USAJeans.net
Jump start your sex life and get expert
advice at medicalvibrator.com or call
714-649-9284 we also specialize in fer-

United Spinal Business Member Updates

beach. Rents daily, weekly, monthly. St.

Allergan: Actavis (NYSE:ACT) completed the
acquisition of Allergan, creating a unique, global
company among the leaders in Growth Pharma.
www.Actavis.com and www.Allergan.com

Simons Is., GA. bmmk4@frontier.com
419-569-6114.

Accessible Journeys

making the world more
accessible since 1985
Holland’s Spring Tulips
Rhine River Cruises
Barcelona & Madrid
Venice & Ljubljana
Accessible Italy by train
Vietnam-Thailand-Cambodia
Kenya-Tanzania-Zambia-South Africa

Gold

FOR SALE

800.846.4537

LOADED!!! – only 84,000 miles! LIKE NEW,
ONLY $70,000. 2 slide outs, Caterpillar
Diesel, Pusher 3126B Truck Engine,
SuperArm, Roll-In Shower / HC Bathroom,
Hand Controls & Digi-Pad. Call or e-mail
for any additional info and pictures. Cell
(951) 218-4023 ~ Ask for William. Email:
wlb21666@hotmail.com
Permobil X850 Trax Corpus for sale.

ADDRESS CHANGE

Abbvie, www.abbvie.com, 800/255-5162

Change your address? If so, please provide New Mobility with your updated
information. Full Name, Street Address,
City, State & Zip Code are needed for
both the old & the new address. Please
allow 6-8 weeks for this change to be
processed. Please submit your request
electronically to: mkurtz@unitedspinal.

Silver

NEW Low Price! Immaculate – REALLY

call: 800-404-2898 x7203

better. lolitalark@yahoo.com
Florida Keys! Accessible 2 /bedroom

Waterfront Home, Large Bathroom
with Roll-In Shower. Spectacular View,
Resort Amenities included. 561-6271941. www.placidaccess.com
On The Beach Los Cabos, Mexico
Custom accessible Villa in the Village
of Los Barriles, Walk/Roll to restaurants,
shops, markets. Watch Whales and
Dolphins. Swim, snorkel and fish, right
out your back door. The Villa is completely wheelchair accessible boasting
a huge roll-in shower & roll-under sinks.
Monthly, weekly, or short term vacation
rental. U-Tube Virtual tour! https://youtu.
be/yN5chLwlJvI Voted “Best Accessible
Vacation EVER” (by those who stay here).
Visit www.vrbo.com/434500... read the
reviews! NEW! For larger groups or weddings www.vrbo.com/669234.... 7,000 sq
ft! 2 roll-in showers, all accessible! 1-866727-7986 (toll-free)

TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED
AD IN NEW MOBILITY
Call 800-404-2898, ext. 7253
or email your request to
mlee@unitedspinal.org
Print Rates:
• $1.30 per word
• $1.00 per word
for USA Members
• Boxed Ads - $105 per inch
• Pre-Payment Required:
VISA, MasterCard,
AMEX, Discover
• All Paid Print Classifieds get a
1 month FREE Web Classified
Online Only Rate:
1 month = $16
3 months = $36
6 months = $72
9 months = $108
12 months = $144
newmobility.com/classifieds

Bronze

WANTED

Astellas Pharmaceuticals, www.astellas.us,
800/888-7704

org or at www.newmobility.com Or

Call for details 718-642-6420

Used Quickie II. 17” seat. The older the

Permobil’s 2015 PowerTrip is bringing
you THE BEST IN MOBILITY!
http://permobilpowertrip.com/events/
Wellspect HealthCare believes a good start to CIC is
crucial, and LoFric® catheters are proven to reduce
the risk of long-term complications. For FREE samples, contact 855/456-3742 or www.wellspect.us

www.accessiblejourneys.com

tility and incontinence.
40’ ft. 2000 Beaver Patriot Motor Home

Hollister Inc.: VaPro Plus hydrophilic intermittent
catheter offers the right balance of ease of use and
protection. Learn more and request a sample at:
hollisterpeoplefirst.com/vapro

Numotion offers online and live CEU courses.
Visit www.numotion.com/education-learning/
Asterias Biotherapeutics: SCiStar study completed
the first cohort for recent cervical complete SCI.
http://asteriasbiotherapeutics.com

Supporters
Coloplast
Comfort Company
DiMarco Araujo Montevideo Attorneys at Law
KD Smart Chair
Michigan Auto Law
Mobility Funding Group
Scootaround
Sleepsafe Beds
Strive Medical
Surehands Lift & Care Systems
Synapse Biomedical
For more information on how you can support United Spinal
and become a business member, please contact Megan
Lee at mlee@unitedspinal.org or 718/803-3782, ext. 7253.
Acknowledgements on our website, in New Mobility, in United
Spinal e-news or any other United Spinal publication should
not be considered as endorsements of any product or service.
NOVEMBER 2015
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CRIP BUZZ
THE BEST OF DISABILITY BLOGS AND BANTER

DIY PARKING SPACE
Frustrated her county was taking its time painting an accessible parking spot at her daughter
Maisie’s school, SCI research fundraiser Claire Lomas
grabbed a couple of cans of spray paint. “If you want
a job done, do it yourself!” tweeted Lomas to her
11,600 followers. Lomas, a fundraiser for spinal cord
injury research in the UK, is best known for completing the 2012 London Marathon using a ReWalk
robotic exoskeleton.
Lomas’ county government isn’t planning to
bring any criminal charges against her and issued
this statement: “We would like to apologize for the
delay in painting this disabled bay and the inconvenience this has caused Claire and Maisie during the
first weeks of the school term.”

BEST USE OF A ‘PRINCESS BRIDE’ QUOTE

Photo by Clark Matthews

“Yo Philadelphia International Airport: You keep
using that word ‘accessible.’ I do not think it
means what you think it
means,” wrote Clark Matthews about this photo
he took in Sept. 2014.
That widely-shared photo
captured frustration from
Philly all the way to Israel
where it appeared this
year with the Hebrew tag
Tomer Shinfeld, or,
“not just in Israel.”
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NEW MOBILITY

SO SHINY AND CHROME
Reddit was wowed when engineering student Ben
Carpenter, 20, transformed himself into Mad Max
and his wheelchair into the “Bloodbag-mobile” for
the Tampa Bay Comic Con. “Thank you all so much
for all the support and comments!” wrote Carpenter, who has spinal muscular atrophy, on Reddit. “I
am utterly speechless at how this cosplay has been
spread, and honestly, all I can say is thank you for
making this SO SHINY AND CHROME!” Find Carpenter on Reddit under Bensmends or follow him on
Twitter at @bloody_ben.

We Are You.

Doug Garven
TiLite Engineer & Designer
WE USE THE CHAIRS WE BUILD.
Hear Doug and the TiLite team talk
about why TiLite’s TiFit wheeled
prosthetics are so critical.

HEAR OUR STORIES.
TiLite.com/TiFitStories

